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Opening Salutation 

The Tibetan wiling system of thirty letters and four vowels, 

Can express with ease the nature of existence and peace,. 

If one is unabl e to properly mse this excel lent system, 

How disappointed would those previous scholars be! 
■ 

So, considering that which appeals to the river of young minds, 

We have made, through much effort this small boat of the 

Language Pathway Series, with its two oars of Tibetan and English, 

And humbly offer it to all students, 

Young aspiring ones, who wish to reach 

The island of excellent bilingual proficiency, 

Will soon obtain the glorious fruit of knowledge- 

That which makes the Land of Snow beautiful> 

May the I ight of the priceless jewel of knowledge, 

From both outside and within, 

Completely break through the wall of the snow mountains 

And radiate everywhere' 



m 

Preface 

3 

The idea for a $erm of books such as these has been percolating for many years. The 

Language Pathwaysi&rizs represents an attempt to give students the opportunity to 

interact with a variety of Tibetan literary genres. Over the course of a number of years, we 

have collected and col lated a variety of readings from the vast body of Tibetan literary 

works. The number of texts which one can draw from is almost Inexhaustible, so decisions 

about what to include and what to leave out are always difficult. However, we certainly 

hope this second selection of readings is both enjoyable and meaningful. 

The Language Pathways$mz% is a joint project with the Tibetan Academy 

of Social Science, Lhasa, It continues to be a privi lege to work in partn ershfp with the 

Academy. In particular, Mr. Bolo, Mr, Jigme Dorje, Mrs. Tsomo and m. He Xin Yuan have 

been very supportive of this project. Mr. Gesang Purrtsok, the cataloguer of the library of 

the Tibetan Academy of Sociaf Science, greatly assisted us in providing copies of articles 

wh ich had long gone out of print. We have again greatly appreciated the support of Mr. 

Sun Yong, the party secretary, and the president of the Tibetan Academy of Social 

Science, Mr. Pern a Nam gy ah Both leaders have enthusiastically embraced this joint co- 

operative project. 

The renown scholar, Professor Pasang Wangdu, has been a great 

inspiration to us and we are very grateful for the foreword which he kindly wrote. As a 

member of the International Council for Tibetan Studies and former head of the 

Nationalities Research Institute of the Tibetan Academy of Social Science, we feel very 

honoured that he was willing to be involved in this way. Professor Tsering Gyalbo, Dean of 

the Religious Department of the Tibetan Academy of Social Science, Lhasa, has also been a 

great encouragement to us. Thank you, too, for also writing an excellent foreward. We feel 

very privileged to be able to interact with such renowned scholars. 

There are many others who have helped in the production of this book. 

Thanks are particularly due to, Stephanie Bailey and Heidi Posthuma for their proof 

reading and valuable comments. Thanks also to Heidi for helping to record the Tibetan 

readings. Thank you for betng so flexible! Thank you so much to Deyang and Nyima 

Tsering for doing the Tibetan recordings. You both have excellent voices and take great 

pride in your reading. All the recordings sound fantastic. Melody Phippen kindly read all 

the readings in Engfish and we are most grateful for this. The goddess like tranquility of 

her smooth and soothing voice will bring great pleasure to all those in the Land of Snows 

and also to those far beyond! 

As always, a big thank you to El ke Martin for all her work on the layout 

formatting and cover design. Where would we be without such German excellence! A 

jj^vta|niajpE^i Language tathway$ J^J 
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special thanks is due to Mr. So Dop for drawing the excellent pictures in readings twelve 

and fifteen. Thanks to Mingmar Chundak for assisting us in the readings about Tibetan 

symbols. Thanks also to Sherrap of Sharnbafa Adventures for providing the great 

photograph for the front cover. 

David Germano of the Un i vers it y of Virgin ia has again been a source of 

encouragement for this project and we are most appreciative of this. 

We continue to be very grateful f or the Tibetan instruction we have 

received from the outstanding teachers at Tibet University over a period of many years. 

The ongoing support and interest of the staff of the Tibetan language department has 

been very encouraging. 

We also wish to thank the Tibet People's Press of the Tibet Autonomous 

Region for their support in printing this book. It is always a pleasure to work with the staff 

of the People's Printing Press. All the sources used in compiling these readings have been 

taken from materials printed officially within the People's Republic of China. The majority 

of the readings have been taken from books which have been published by the Tibet 

People's Press in Lhasa. We have been able to reproduce these texts in this book with the 

full permission and co-operation of the Tibet People's Press, The artwork has also kindly 

been provided by them. We offer our grate}ul thanks to all the excellent artists who work 

for, and are associated with, the Tibet People's Press. In particular with say thank you to 

Mr. Charnsang who drew the outstanding I ine drawings. Thank you very much. 

Finally, we wish to thank the Tibet Autonomous Region Foreign Affairs 

Bureau in Lhasa for supporting this project and providing the necessary visas. Their 

unequivocal support, especially through the personal involvement of Mr, J u lian Kuar Mr. 

Wang La, Mr. Liu Un, Mrs. Luc Xiao Ling, Mr. Ge NyE, Mrs, Song J ie and Mr. Le Huan has 

again been greatly appreciated. 
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Introduction 

This series of books is designed for Tibetans studying English and students of the Tibetan 

language. By using readings from a range of genres, we hope that students will learn 

much about Tibetan culture while pursuing their language study, in order to facilitate the 

dual aim of helping students of both Tibetan and English, we have attempted, as much as 

possible, to make these books bi lin gual. The exercises at the end of each reading are in 

both languages so students can respond in the language of their particular focus. 

This beginner-intermediate level book is the second in the series of 

Tibetan and English readers. The readings are of a similar level to those used in Tibetan 

language classes in primary school and high school. The readings for each section have 

been arranged in such a way as to progress from the easier language of folk stories to the 

more difficult language found in wisdom literature. Subsequent books will be aimed at 

intermediate and advanced levels. 

All of the source material is in literary Tibetan as opposed to the col loquial 

or 'spoken' form of Tibetan. The readings are broken up into four genres and have been 

arranged in terms of difficulty. The first sect ion begins with somewhat easier and wel I - 

known folk stories. The readings in the second section describe common pictures and 

symbols - images that are typically seen in Tibetans' homes, monasteries and oth er 

public places. The third section has readings about myths and legend. The fourth section 

introduces the student to the more challenging genre of wisdom literature. The readings 

in section four have been taken from Sakya Legshey (^"g^^^") and one from Khache 

Palu (paE^^)- The fol k stories are written in a more contemporary form of I iterary 

Tibetan, while the wisdom literature reflects traditional literary Tibetan, 

The category of folk stories is comprised of stories which are widely known 

throughout Tibetan speaking areas. These stories include the adventures of the popular 

folk hero Aku Donba. The category of legends' differs from 'folk stories' in that legends 

have some link with an historical figure or an historical account The readings in the 

secti on about legends have a strong historical connection, without necessarily being part 

of the historical narrative per se. 

There are, of course, other literary genres such as 'media' Tibetan - 

newspaper and magazine articles, poetic verse, proverbs, the study of metaphors, 

synonyms and epithets, pilgrim guide books, and the great body of religious writings. To 

some extent these genres have been covered in the four categories we have included in 

this beginner-intermediate level book. For example, wisdom literature incorporates 

poetic verse, proverbs, the study of metaphors and epithets, and rel igious writings. The 

category of well-known symbols draws from magazines and journals. 



There are numerous versions of many of the stories presented in this book. 

We have not set out to make a definitive version of these stories, hut have rather just 

recorded them as they exist En printed materials. We have not sfgnrficantly edited the 

Tibetan texts since they have a3l been publ ished by established printing presses with in 

China, fn general, we have preserved the paragraph divisions where this has been 

possible. The one small change that we have made was to take out En gi ish style quotation 

marks in the Tibetan readings and make that consistent throughout the book. That is, 

some of the texts had quotation marks (following the contemporary trend in this area) 

and some did not, Literary Tibetan does not require English-style quotation marks as it 
if'"" ' 

has its own system of marking direct speech. 

At the end of each reading we have provided the source from which the 

reading has been takenr Four of the readings in the second section 'Well-known Symbols', 

we composed ourselves. We consulted a number of scholars about these symbols in order 

to accurately represent the subject matter. Pi ease note that readings eleven, twelve, 

fourteen and fifteen are our own compositions and thus the source of those readings has 

not been listed. 

While it is anticipated that th is series can be used meaningfully for 

independent study, for best results, it would be desirable to have a teacher of either 

Tibetan or English work through the books with the student. We have made recordings of 

each of the twenty-four readings in both Tibetan and English, These recordings have been 

made with native speakers of the respective languages and will be particularly helpful in 

improving one's listening, comprehension and pronunciation skills, The enclosed CD 

contains ,mp3 sound recordings. Whenever there is a recording for a reading, this icon is 

displayed, 

When using this book, it maybe a goad idea to use a sheet of paper to 

cover over the language with which you are most familiar. That is, if you are studying the 

Tibetan text, it would be best not to immediately I ook at the English, Firstly, see how much 

of the Tibetan you understand before reading the English, Conversely, when studying the 

English, you will be better served by reading the Tibetan after you have studied the 

English. Please note that the exercises in Tibetan and English are not always exactly 

matching translations. That   sometimes the questions in English vary slightly from those 

in Tibetan. This has been done with the intention of helping to maximise the needs of both 

learners. 

It is assumed that students of this book have a reasonably sol id 

foundation in the grammar of Tibetan and English. While some notes about grammar are 



given, this series is not an exhaustive study of the grammar of either fangwage, The 

primary jocus is the content of the readings themselves. We have also not commented on 

the literary and stylistic differences between the categories into which we have grouped 

the readings, This would be a study for another occasion. 

Translating from one language to another continues to remain a curious 

task, with varying degrees of success. We have endeavoured to render the'readings into 

natural English without, we hope, losing the force and flow of the original Tibetan text. 

Literary Tibetan is very terse and compact and often requires expansion in English. Small 

differences of opinion may arise as to our translated lexical choices, but our intention has 

been to communicate as clearly and naturally as one is able to when moving from one 

language and culture to another. 

There are always some inevitable compromises when attempting to 

produce a resource that will adequately meet the needs of two different sets of language 

learners. Though we have by no means established a perfect balance of j uggling these 

differing needs, we hope that through this series some benefit will be gained by both 

students of English and students of Tibetan. 



Ss'^'fj^l Abbreviations 

Tl. noun 

^#*| 
1 

honorific 

V. vera* 

vi; intransitive verb \ 

vt transitive verb 

v, cam, verbalised 

compound 

adj. adjective 

adv. adverb 

idiom. idiomatic 

expression 

pr. pronoun 

pi past tense 

P- present tense 

I future tense 

imp. i m pe r at i ve/comm an d 

con. conjunction 

part. particle 

post post-position t 

*Verb tenses are listed only when 
they are not single stem verbs; - 
that is, when the spelling is 
drf Jerent across the three tenses. 

f Readers should not confuse- the 
terms 'transih've'and Intransitive' 
wiih 'volitional1 and "non- 
volition - also sometimes 
referred to as 
'con tiol I able/un cont rol lab le? and 
' inten i son a]/un;ntent i on all 
Transitive verbs take a 
subject/agent and an object. 
Intransitive verbs have only a 
subject/agem and no object, 
Though it would be possible to do 
so, ^e decided not to list the 
'normative' volition of verbs in l his 
book. This is primarily because the 
volition of a verb depends on 
certain contextual factors and in 
particular is determined by the 
final auxiliary verb, for further 
discussion about this, please refer 
to the intToduclion in thks& Verbs 
- A Practical introduction. 

£ Note that 1he term 'post-pes it ion' 
refers to "the 'position' or 'location' 
of the following noun. In English 
grammar this is referred to as a 
'preposition' as it crimes before the 
noun. In Tibetan, the 'preposition' 
comes after the noun and is thus 
termed Lpost-position'. 
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Section One: Folk Stories 

Reading One: The Deception of Trugu Dokdok 

it is traditionally said that Aku Donbass birth place is in the district of Dulong, Long ago, 

Aku Donba had a neighbour by the name of Trugu Dokdok. 

One day, Aku Donba rain out of grain, So he went to another place and borrowed a few 

donkeys. He loaded them with some sacks of sheep dang and, very early in the morning, 

made his way home. Upon returning, he met 

his neighbour Trugu Dokdok. 

"Aku, where have you be en so early in the 

morning?11 he asked him, 

"Today, from the upper caver magical 

gifts are being given away. So I went and got 

some," Aku Donba replied. Thinking that he 

too should go and get some gifts, Trugu 

Dokdok asked Aku how to get there. 

"On the way up to the cavet you need to 

go via the sand hill and on the way down you 

need to go via the grass-covered hiEL After 

you arrive at the opening of the cave, stretch 

out your arm into the cave and calI outh 

'Please give me a gift*;* Aku Donba told him. 

Very early the next morning, Aku Donba 

climbed the grass-covered hill, went inside 

the cave and waited there. As Trugu Dokdok 

had gone via the sand hi 11, he arrived later. 

When Trugu Dokdok arrived at the edge of 

the opening of the cave, he stretched out his 

arm and asked to please be given some gifts. Aku Donba grabbed Trugu Dokdok's hand 

tightly and did not release it. Even though Trugu Dokdok called out three times to receive 

some gifts, his hand was not released. In desperation, Trugu Dokdok started to call out 

that even if he did not receive any gifts to please have his fist released. 

"If you give youmeigh bour o n e sac k of gr ain, t h en y o ur f i s t wi 11 be re leas edf" A k u 

Donba (who was pretending to be someone eise) replied. Trugu Dokdok promised to do so 

and Aku Donba then re leased his hand. 

Aku Donba then slid down the sand hill and arrived home first. Since Trugu Dokdok had 

returned via the grass-cove red hill he arrived later. When he arrived home, Aku Donba was 

waiting there beside his gate. 



Jl7rugu Dokdok, did you get any gifts?" Aku Donba asked him. 

"Because I said, 'even if I don't get any gifts, please release my flst\ I was to!d to give 

you a sack of grain!1' replied Trugu Dokdok. Then Aku helped himself to a sack of grain. 

[AkuDonba, Tibet People's Press* pp. 

^qi'^j^j Vocabulary 

(n.) birth place, area. 

district 

(n.)1 upper valley\ an area 

east of Lhasa 

• .J (n.) traditional saying, a 

saying 

(n.) neighbour; family, 

villager 

(in.) ball of thread or yarn 

111! 
(n,) chunk, solid piecejump 

^ \ i (vt.) to be put inside, to be 

inserted; to fit into 

>3  ' \ 'j (n.) grain, cereal 

(vt.) to borrow; to lend 

(n.) sheep or goat dung 

(n ) a load; the back, the 

back of, behind, rear 

(post.) back, behind, after 

(vt.pt.) to ioad an animal; 

to impose a tax; to hang up 

something 

(vi,) to meet, to come into 

contact with, to connect 

with 

mi 

(adj.) upper; 

(n.)the upper part 

(n,}cave, cavern, rock, 

cave, grotto 

(n,) special gifts, blessings 

or empowerments, 'divine 

gifts'; accomplishments, 

feats 

(vi,) to think, to consider, to 

contemplate 

(n.)sand, dust (also ^sr) 

(n.) sand hill 

(n.) grassland, meadowh 

lawn 

(n.) grass covered 

rnountain: hill or meadow 

(vt.pt.) to stretch out, to 

extend 

(vtpt) to climb, to ascend 

(vi.) to be left behind, to be 

left out, to be late; 

(n.) body 

(adv.) tightly, firmly 

(vi)to let go?to release 

(n.) fist (also |fsys]sy) 



^aB^fi^gj^] Explanatory Notes 

The name Trugu Dokdok is composed of two parts: graf which means a ball of thread or 

yarn and ^[^[ which means 'solid chun k\ In the Tsang area g-cj- also refers to a ha 11 

used for playing sport, In this short story gyaj' is used as a person's name, being a 

humiliating nick-name. (Aku Donba's neighbour was nick-named i£ Chunky Ball Oj7 Thread1' 

possibly because he was short, round and fat) 

Aku Donba i$ a very famous figure in Tibetan folklore. He is considered to be the father of 

sharing clever tricks and smart practices with others. 

This word refers to a load of goods that is carried by an animal; either a horse, donkey, dzo 

or yak, For example, 'the horse carries a bad', ^q1 is synonymous with pjpy%. (A is a 

cross breed between a female cow and a male yak,) 

This term (typically translated as 'accomplishments') refers to the excellent result one can 

obtain after careful ly adhering to a vow or prom i$e. For example, the expression 'gods 

give special gifts or powers' occurs often in Tibetan writings. 

z^-gq-ap;    'i^^j In the context of this story, this expr e s s i on mean s1 g i vi n g sp ed a I 



This expression has been written down according to the pronunciation of Lhasa spoken 

dialect and means 'though not exist En g/not having../. 

ff^*3&3i;i Exercises 

-.■^ c-, 
S ffl'S'f 'g'^^Ejj'^GT£P -q -qA^'^"^"^' q^'^r&ja] -q^;q ^-q HK^. [ 

^ W|JP ■^^■^q3f q      =CQ< sr^^^^^'iata rq^3jr 

A Give brief answers in English to the questions below. 

i. What was the reason Aku Donba went and loaded some donkeys with sacks of sheep 

dung? 

i. What character flaw ofTrugu Dokdok did Aku Donba exploit to deceive him? 

3, What was the point of Aku telling Trugu Dokdok to go up via the sand hill and to 

come down via the gv&$$-covered hill? 



*}.   W]|ff3J^^ 

B Write "T" beside the sentences which are true and "F" beside those which 

are false. 

1.   After loading 1he donkeys, Aka Donba showed the sacks of dung to Trugu 

Dokdok 

2.          Aku Donba easily deceived Trugu Dokdok 

3.   in the endr Trugu Dokdok realised that Aku Donba had loaded the 

donkeys with sacks of sheep dung. 

C Match up these Tibetan sentences to the correct English ones. 

2. i^sr^'ig'^ 

  11 Today, from the upper cave, magical gifts are being given awayh
H said Aku. 

  One dayr Aku POnba ran out of grain. 

  "Ak u, where h a ve y0 u been so ear I y i n t h e morn i rig?M Trugu Do kdo k asked h i ITL 

  Long ago, Aku Donba had a neighbour by the name of Trugu Dokdok. 

  Trugu Dokdok asked Aku how to get there, 



*F a^F! *|<wr 

D Using the words below, fill in thebtanks, 

sack        was gifts any 

release      arrived via slid first grain 

AkuDanbathen down the sand hill and arrived home Since Truga 

later. When he arrived Dokdok had returned the grass-covered hill he  

home, Aku Donba _ wailing there the gate, "Trugu Dokdok, did you get 

any^—V Aku Donba asked him. "Because I said'even if I don't get gifts, 

please . my fist', f was to id to give you a ' oj grain!11 replied rrugu 

Dokdok. Then Aku himself to a sack of , 





fix ^ ' ^   ev I 1 V 

i ■ 1 



Section One: Folk Stories 

Reading Two: Aku Donba Chops Down a Walnut Tree 

Long ago7 Aku Donba had a neighbour who was very rich. The rich man always mistreated 

and bullied Aku Donba. One day, he planted a walnut tree beneath Akus window. Every 

year during summer, the leaves of the walnut tree would flourish. Eventually the leaves 

blocked the light to Aku Donba's house. Even during the day time Aku had to light a lamp. 

Remembering an ancient proverb, 'if you don't ret urn evi I with evi I, bul lies wi II 

increase more and more", Aku Donba thought to himself that he needed to devise a plan. 

One day, Aku, carrying a long piece of wood on his shoulders, pretended to be going 

somewhere and went out via his rich neighbour's gate. The rich man saw Aku Donba and 

asked him, 

"Where do you intend to go carrying that wood?" Looking very surprised, Aku Donba 

replied, 
LlYou sti II haven't found out? Today a wood merchant from Lhasa has arrived and is 

paying one hundred coins for each tiom- length of walnut wood. IJ you sell that walnut 

tree, you will definitely get at least one sack of money. But, unless you go quickly, you 

won't meet him as he is about to leave," 

"My walnut tree is very round and tall so I should certainly get a good price for it," the 

rich man thought to himseif. So he quickly chopped down the walnut tree and went off to 

sell it. 

When the rich man arrived at the town market, he didnot even see the shadow of the 

wood merchant. He was then forced to sell his walnut wood j ust as firewood, Fi lied with 

rage he returned home, The next day, the rich man met Aku Donba and angri ly said to 

him. "You tricked me! There was not even one wood merchant in town J" 
HHow could someone as lowly as I dare to trick you? Didn't S only say that you need to 

go quickly as the merchant is about to leave? It was because you arrived too late," replied 

Aku Donba. Not knowing what to say, the rich man became so angry that the skin on his 

face was about to peel off, From that time on., Aku Donba's house became warm and the 

inside also became clear and bright. 

{Aku DdflbarT\h<>\ Peopled Press, pp. 45-46.) 



a^rynj^j Vocabulary 

j (n.) walnut tree 

ga^S^j On*) neighbour 

^'33^7 (n«) household, family 

g^rj 'qj (adj,) ri ch, weal thy 

^•qz^rr|        (n.) wea 11 hy person, 

'owner of wealth/riches' 

q^ qg^-g^j (v.com.) to bully, to 

mistreat, to abuse 

ft 

5^1 

(n,) window 

(vtp,) to plant into the 

ground; to establish, to 

start, to found, to set up 

(vt.pt,) to conceal, to 

obscure, to blbck 

(n.) lamp, light, lantern, 

torch 

(in.) plan, scheme, strategy, 

policy, method 

On.) the shoulders 

(v.com.) to carry something 

on one's shoulders 

(n.) countenance, 

disposition, form, shape, 

appearance, manner, mood 

(hj ancient Tibetan coin 

(n.) the minimum, at least 

(also ^jir^sjgiT and &y 

Tl 

(n.) skin/leather bag or 

sack 

(adj,) one; 

(pr.) what, who, which 

(adj.) thick, round 

(also ga^'Sr) 

(n.) price, value 

(adv,) certainly, definitely, 

without question 

(vi.pt.) to go from one 

place to another-, to travel, 

to be carried ofj; 

(vt.pt.) to move around, to 

agitate, to shake 

(n,) lightness, brightness; 

lighting 

(n.) firewood, kindling 

(also 

(adj.) meek, lowly, humble, 

gentle 

(v,)to dare to do 

something, to have the 

courage to do something; 

to be able 

(n.)skin, hide, leather (also 

(vi.pt.) to peel off; to fade; 

to deteriorate,, to decline 



^3&^'qgp| Explanatory Notes 

This term means to harm others by bullying them. Though in some ancient Tibetan 

writings the term g^'qj&^^'q^' occurs, these days most people use the expressions 

^It^'^f*? an d fp '3?^'^r to e xpr ess t h e i dea of b u! ly i ng. 

This verbal ised compound means to carry wood or other th ings on one's shoulders. Two 

Tibetan words refer to the general area of the shouIder: g^rq- and ra^q-. 

This unit of measure - two arm's length- is the same length as four |g- (Onejg- is 

equivalent to the length from one's elbow to the tip of one's middle finger.) Another way 

of describing a is that it is equivalent to two fully stretched out arm's length - a 

measure also known as ojtj^sr (literal ly a bow length). 

This term was used in ancient times to refer to coins used for measuring the price or value 

of something. 

This term means 'only', 'definitely', Purely' 'certainly1. 

This term refers to a bag for holding money (such as a wallet or pouch) that has been 

made from some kind of animal skin, The word^qjor means a bag made from feather, 



This expression means not being able to say anything at all. 

^'sra^'l This expression is a humble way of sayingfI did not say this1. The use of the 

verb inc 

is addressing. 

verb <aw indicates that the speaker is lowering him or herself in front of Iheone he or she 

^^'^'^'^■^-^^"^■q^^^argi^i ihis idiomatic expression literally means that 

the rich man's face became so hot (with anger) that his skin was about to peel or fall off. 

This is a colourful way of expressing great rage or anger. 

Exercises 

^\ P\ e\ 



A Give brief answers in English to the questions below.. 

% Why did Aka Donba harm his neighbour? 

2. What kind of skill did Aku Donba use to defeat his greedy neighbour? 

3. Explain the meaning of the proverb that Aku Donha remembered? 

P ^§^^^'^§^i5l-^^q|^-   / ^^=rp- X ^^'^T 

B Write T" beside the sentences which are true and "F" beside those which 

are false. 

1 *   In d esperat i on A ku Donba reta 11 ated back at h i 5 n e ig hbo UT, 

zr .— it was through the neighbour's great greed that he fell for Aku's trick. 

3-          In the end, Aku Donba got the h igh ly val uable walnut tree. 



C Match up these Tibetan sentences to the correct English ones- 

2. |^y*3^ 

  On e day, the rich man plan ted a walnut tree beneath Aku's wi ndow, 

  The light to Aku Donba s house was blocked and even during the day time 

he had io light a lamp. . 

  The rich man asked Aku Donba, "Where do you intend to go carrying that 

wood?" ■ ■ • 

  The rich man thought to himself, llMy walnut tree 1$ very round and UN so I 

should certainly get a good price for it/1 

< ■ 

^ ^ k 3 

 sj'^R'^l ^'^q^^^-q^- ^z-^:q^r^| fejem* 



D Using the words below, fill in the Wanks. 

skin warm knowing        only day lowly 

peel merchant       quickly angrily tricked because 

The next „the rich man met Aku Donba and said to himT 

" VoLt. me! There was not even one wood m town J" 

"How could someone as as 3 dare to trick you? Did I not say that you 

need to go as the merchant is about to leave? It was you arrived 

too late," replied Aku Donba. Not_ what to say1 the rich man became so angry 

that the .on his face was about to off, From that time on, Aku Donba's 

house became and the inside also became clear and bright. 



it 

q^qs ^'^'^r^qsr^r 

^'^| ^'q^-^-^-^'^^^-i-^^-^^-^q-ag^-^-^R-^-^ 

q^a|qi^'3^-^w^ 

^^■q^l'^^'^'q-Fj^l ^q^'^'^^'q^'3j^'g^'p'^^'^i'i^-q^'^' 



■ f ' 

Section One: Folk Stories 

Reading Three; The Cow arid the Girl 

Long ago, there lived a foolish nomad. One day, in order to get lots oj money, he went to 

sell one of his cows. After three days had passed, however, he still had not even one buyer 

for his cow. So he became very worried. Then, just est that time, he met Aku Donba. 

"You don't have a buyer for your cow?" Aku Donba asked h im. 

"Even though I've been saying how excellent this cow is and how fairly priced it is, for 

three whole days I haven't had even one buyer,IJ explained the nomad. 

"I have a good idea," continued Aku, "You bring along your cow and follow me," Arid 

the nomad did just that. Then, in the midst of the crowd of people, Aku told everyone how 

the cow was very strong, that it was in the prime of its life and that it was six months 

pregnant - so if you buy one, you get one free! Everyone then crowded around and a man 

paid a very high price for the cow. "Thank you very much/' the nomad said to Aku as he 

col lected his money and returned home. 

When the nomad arrived home, many suitors seeking his daughter m marriage were 

there. His wife was saying to them how beautiful their daughter was, how wonderful her 

personality was and finally she said to her daughter, "We will quickly arrange your 

marriage!" 



JL0h7 shut up!" the nomad scolded her. Then taking her aside he said, "I have a very good 

way of dealing with this, if we do as I say, not only will there be more suitors Jbut we wilt 

get even richer than this." Then he said to all the suitors, ' Come to my gate tomorrow 

morning, ill decide then who J will give my daughter to.JP 

The next morning, the nomad got up very early and put up a notice on his gate which 

said something Ifke this: 

"To all the dear suitors of my daughter: My daughter is not only more beautiful than a 

goddess, she is also six months pregnant, So If you ask for her hand in marriage, you 

will get an extra child for free! We welcome all those youthful suitors from very rich 

and lucky families/' 

However, when ail the suitors saw this sign they returned to their homes, 

{TibetanF$fkStories, Tibet People's Press, pp. 

ifrj'zrp^j Vocabulary 

1 
(n,) female cow; dew; frost; 

hoarfrost 

(n.) fool, idiot, stupidity 

fvij to get to obtain; 

(n.) brass 

(vt.f.) to sell 

(n.) buyer 

(n.) manner of existing or 

being 

(adj.) suitable, appropriate, 

fitting (also q^w) 

(n.) method way, means; 

method and wisdom 

(r\r) strength, power, force 

(n.) age 

(idiom.) prime of one's life 

(n.) caJf 

Cvt.pjy to give, to offer 

^1 (vtp,) to gather around, to 

crowd around; to gang up 

on 

^1 (n.) price 

(n,) crowd of people 

i (vi,p,) to be born, to be 

produced, to arise 

(adj.) inferior, fesser, low 
■ 

(n.) wife, woman 

(rk) personality, 

temperament, disposition 

(m) facial features, facial 

expression 



fsr^r^+S^"R((n.) a beautiful person, 

beauty, one who possesses 

beauty 

Hi 

(vt. imp.) to shut, to close 

(adv.) tomorrow morning 

(adv.) tomorrow, the next 

day, the fallowing day 

(n.) notice 

(vt.pl) to stick on, to 

attach, to affix, to apply, to 

connect, to paste 

(r\r) body, form (also |r 

(n.) womb 

(vxom,) to become 

pregnant, to conceive 

(n.) merit, virtue, good 

fortune, luck 

(vt) to get or receive; to 

arrive, tb totne; to be 

connected with; 

(n.) wealth, riches 

Explanatory Notes 

qgbj 'q-^3^d^"^/5rqr^ rq^i ig^Sk| 

In this story, this title simply refers to a nomad. However, this term typically refers to a rich 

nomad or a nomad leader. 

q        q<5 c "EJ| 
1 i^R^'ffi Rpq^' q    ■ ^1 q^t^q1 ufc^g^q '^a^p' ^<w^ ^ || 

This word for 'cow1 is typically used in Tsang areas, In some other areas, this word is not so 

commonly used for 'cowh and it could be easily mistaken to mean fdew\ 

This verbal ised compound means to seek either a bride or bridegroom in marriage. Suitors 

bring tea, chang and other gifts with them as they discuss the possibi I ity of marriage. 



The word 'body' or 'form' refers to the various shapes of people's faces and their many 

and varied facial features. The words p^r^^rr and pra^' hoth r efer to t h e s hape 

of someone's face. For example, the expression Ja beautiful face' can be expressed many 

ways in Tibetan, (five ways are listed in the Tibetan above.) 

The expression in this story lto make a way1 is referring to the arrangements related to 

marriage. 

The word >egnant' or 'pregnancy' can be expressed in many different ways and these 

ways are listed above, 
■ 



I 1 "l • 

A Give brief answers in English to the questions below. 

i j What do you think was the key thing that Aku Donba said to the buyers of the cow 

that enticed them to buy it? 

2. Was it Aku Dortba who scared off all the suitors of the nomad's daughter? If not, 

who was it? 

3 r Wh a t di d t h e n ornad con si der to be m o st i mpor tant? 

4. Do you think that Aku actually helped the nomad or caused him harm? 

m 



B Write T' beside the sentences which are true and V beside those which 

are fafse. 

i - —. Ak u Donba i n ten ded to harm th e n o m ad. 

2^          The nomad was very intelligent but just unlucky. 

3 ■  - Because then omad con $ i der ed a cow an d h 1 s daugh ter to be equal t he d Id 

not get a suitor for his daughter, 

4*         Knowing thai the nomad would have suitors corning for his daughter, Aku 

Dbnba then told the nomad a clever trick. 

The nomad was a complete fool 

■ ■ 

C Match mp these Tibetan sentences to the correct English ones. 

3. 0nj0Fi^^ 

  "You don't have a buyer for your cow?" Aku D5nba asked the nomad, 

  " f have a good i d ea/J Ak u said. 
■ 

  Everyone then crowded around and a man paid a very high price for the cow. 

  "Thank you very much," the nomad said to Aku as he collected his money and 

returned home. 

■ 

- 

^^p^m^m^] Language Pathways Y'A 



i"^3!' ii=w 

^^■g'P^W'^'Sn]" ^^q^q^__ ^^'Ij^^l^^^^ 

D Using the words betaw, fill in the blanks. 

richer'      dealing        only personality    marriage arrange 

more        wife scolded        aside suitor 5 beautiful- 

When he arrived home, many seeking his daughter m were also 

there. His „ was saying to them how 1 heir daughter wast how 

wonderful her was and how they would quickly for her 

marriage. "Oh.shut up ""the nomad her. Then taking her he said, 

"f have a very good way of with this. If we do as I say, not will there 

be       ■   s uitors but we w i 11 get even t han t h i s,1 f 



\        i v 



^•^•^'gj^'pcrq^-z^T^ 

■ 

Section One: Folk Stories 

Reading Four: Moving House 

■ 

Long agod a certain estate owner rented some rooms in his courtyard to a carpenter and a 

stonemason. After a few years, since the two of them had only paid their rent and not 

done any required labour, the owner thought that he would evict them, So one day, the 

estate owner summoned the two of them and sai d, 

"From tomorrow the two of you have three days to move out." 

From the time the stonemason heard that he must leave, he became so worried thai he 

could not eat or sleep. The carpenter, however, ignored the idea of having to look for 

another place, and r just as he had done before, he went on living there paying no 

attention to the estate owner, Furthermore, he also said to the stonemason, 

"There's no need to worry and there is no need to look for a new place to stay. I know a 

way that we can move house/' 

On the evening of the second day, the carpenter came to the stonemason and said, 

"Friend, tonight we will move house." 

Very surprised the man son replied, 

"Because you said to me that I didn't need to look for a house, iVe been staying here 

very relaxed and haven't looked for one. And now you say that th is very night we wi 11 

move. Where am I going to move to?" 

"Ha ha.," the carpenter laughed as he saldh "You can move to my room, and I can move 

to your room." "Haha," they roared as the two of them laughed uncontrollably. 



The next day, the two of them gat up very early and went to the estate owner and said 

to htm, "Sir, In accordance with your command> we have moved/* Thinking that the two of 

them were being very respectful to himt he was extremely pleased. 

Three days later, the estate owner looked down mto the courtyard from his roof and 

saw that the two men had still not moved. He became as angry as a blazing fire and 

summoning the two of them up into his presence he said, 

"You both reported to me that you had moved. But really you have deceived me and 

are staying here just as you were before. So for these three days your rent will be double." 

With utmost respect, the stonemason and the carpenter repliedp 

"Your Excellency, in accordance with your command we did immediately move/' 

"If you have moved, then 

how come you are still Irving 

in my courtyard?" the 

estate owner retorted. 

"When you told us to 

move, you did not tell us 

that we must move away to 

somewhere else* So I moved 

Into the stonemason's room 

and the stonemason moved 

into my room," the 

stonemason and the 

carpenter replied. At this 

the estate owner did not 

know how to answer. 
■ 

(nbetenfoffc5torfe$,T'\bei:PzQp\2$ Press, pp. 373-374.) 



aEfkrp^SRT Vocabulary 

^Vl,|jr.J LU TTIUVK Or SmJT 

nouse, 10 move inJriys from 

one place to another 

owner, sovereign, mastert 

lord, lord of the Manor' 

(n j courtyard, yard, 

enclosure 

(n.) carpenter, woodworker 

(n,) stone mason, mason 

(n,)rent, house rent 

(v.com,) to rent out, to 

collect rent 

(v, com.) to pay rent 

1   ■ i^] | fn ) corvee labour serf 

labour, labour ta x' 

gqqj 
7 1 

(con.) because, since, so; 

(n.) manner, imode 

J (pr.) she, he, her, him 

(third person pronoun) 

(post.) in Jront of, jn the 

presence of, before 

(vt.pt.) to call, to summon, 

to call together 

Ij9 

S)5|js!-|gaj| iji^ worry, anxteTy, Stress, 
.... . ± *■. . /" i_ J    11 
vexation (literally: 

neari/mina tax J 

(adj.) indifferent, 

unconcerned, careless. 

neglectful; invisible; 

(vt.) to disregard, to not 

pay attention to, to be ■ 
unaware of 

(adv.) tonight thfs evening 

(adj.) relaxed, calm, at 

ease, leisurely 

fadv 1 now nrpsentlv 

earner, jormer, earner 

or former times 

(n.) respect reverence 

honour, esteem (also 

(n.)mindt thought 

Jl 
(n.) angerh wrath, fury 

1 
(n.) report, account; 

petition 

(adj.) unchanged, just as ■ 

before 

(n.) respect, reverence 



3^aa^g]*j| Explanatory Notes 

The term sovereign \ ciord\ 'master' or lowner' is applied to kings, high leaders and very 

wealthy people. 

f^T^'|jyi[ ■ f^N^ 

The practice of doing corvee labour ('house tax') was determined by the estate owner and 

was required In addition to paying rent. (The required manuaf labour was tpyically 

helping with harvesting the crops each year,) 

This idiomatic expression (literally: 'forget to eat, without sleep') means that one is so 

worried that one forgets to eat and though one lies down one cannot si eep. 

^■^■^^■aG^'q-S^] ^"i^^j ^q'^q^q^ 

This term of address gradually became used as an honorific form of address for nobles or 

leaders. This form of address can be either ^?a$^ or Jhe^ days in Tibet 

this expression is not in common usage. 

This expression means 'respect or 'reverence' and has the same meaning as q|^jTp;r. 

This word is typically used as an adjective meaning'suitableVacceptable', or 

'appropriate', In this story 5^ means 'but' or 'however'. 



^'aS^| Exercises 

^ r^q^ r^J^ '^-^q^q ■ |^;q=F| '3}q*r ^ju^srq- 

A Give brief answers in English to the questions below. 

i. Wh en th e estate owner was g i vi n g t he order to t h e two craft srn en to m ove, w h at 

mistake did he make? 

2. Why could the carpenter stay calm and have peace of mind whi le the stonemason 

panicked? 

3, What do you think is the main point of this short story? 



B Write HT" beside the sentences which are true and 1T beside those which 

are false, 

1, Though the estate owner was very in tell igentt the carpenter was even more 

intelligent. 

2.          The stonemason wa$ the most intelligent. 

3-          This story esteems the merits of intel ligence. 

C Match up these Tibetan sentences to the correct English ones. 

  "Frorn tomorrow the two of you have three days to move out," the estate owner 

said to them, 

  When the stonemason heard the words that he must leave, he became so worried 

that he could not eat or sleep. 

  Long agod a certain estate owner rented some rooms En his courtyard to a 

carpenter and a stonemason. 

.       Th e estate own er di d not kn o w h ow to an swer. 



■ 
D Using the words below, fill in the blanks. 

deceived   reported       moved angry rent saw 

blazing still presence       later into 

Three days „P the estate owner looked down the courtyard from the 

roof and that the two men had, not moved. He became as as a 

 fire and, summoning the two of them up into his '      he said, 

"You both_ to me that you had . But really you have ;  

me and are staying here as you were before. So for these three daysh your 

will be double/' 



g^5j-^q-qwqw^'ir^-^- 

^q^arq^q/^qV^^gi^ 

l^qj'q-^^ArqV^'a^iIj^' 



z^q^q^    ^■%^'^'q^^'^'^,3^sSj=jj        ' rq^"q"^j 

Section One: Folk Stories 

Reading Five: The Greedy King 

Long ago, in a certain land, there lived an evil and greedy king. All those in his court also 

sought only after their own pleasure, At that time, there I ived a wealth/ Brahmi n wh o h ad 

a wishing welI -which he had received as a result of previously accumulated merit- in the 

innermost part of this house. When the Brahmin had obtained all he wanted from the wel I 

and had become very rich, he announced, "I wi 11 give some gifts to the king." 

"ft would-be good to do th is. But because the king is so greedy, he wi 11 steal the well/' 

the Brahmin's wife cautioned. 
11 You don't need to worry about that," replied the Brahmin, He then gave the king 

some gifts. After receiving the gifts, the evil king thought to himself that he would take 



everything of the Brahmin's. Returning to the palace, the king sent a messenger 

summoning the Brahmin into his presence. 

"Hey! I've heard that you have a very good well in your house. I need to borrow it for a 

few days in my palace. Ijf you don't lend if to me, I-will punish you." the king said. Upon 

hearing this, the Brahmin became very frightened and thought, "Oh, the king is making 

extremely unreasonable demands. Now he will certainly steal my most valuable 

possession." The Brahmin became very confused and disheartened. 

The 'Brahmin's daughter then asked her father what the matter was. After explaining it 

to her, she laughed mockingly and said to h im, 

"Great Knowledgeable Father, why are you confused about giving a mere answer about 

this to the king?" 

"Oh, this will be a great disaster for us, the I ikes of which has never happened before/' 

he said. 
11 It's not so important Agree to give the well to the king. Even if we gsve the well to him, 

how could it get to him?" his daughter continued, The father then answered the king1* 

messengers^ 

"Since it is very difficult for me to go to the king's palace, please tell the king, 

As wealth attracts wealth 

And elephants attract elephants, 

So, Mighty King, please send us a well 

And our wel I wil I come to you." 

The king's messengers repeated this verse to the king. The king then sent a messenger 

to his ministers with this command: 

"Get me the Brahmin's wel L Ef you cannot get it, I wi If cut off your heads," The ministers 

discussed the kings command and said to one another, 

"This king is a wicked person who gives impossible orders. If we do not kill him, he will 

continue to make orders like this. So Jet's kill him/' All the ministers then returned to the 

palace and ki I led the evi I king, 

(The Garden of children's Stories Tibet People's Press, pp. 72-74.) 
■■ 



Vocabulary iSffl 

(nO greed, avarice 

(also qffsr^sr) 

■-^ -H    \ '~.   1.    J ■ 1 (n,) attendants, retinue 

(also 

1 1 
(adv.) only, solely 

(YL) Brahmin 

{YL) a well 

151" 
Ijl j ine i men or or inner 

pan,      nintnNUM fjcu i uj 

k house * 

w 
(m) present, gift 

(ru) wifeN mistress 

irnTi?rri'5 (r\ ~\ H  i L ht A f}irtT4>h pn ^ I rtft 

misgiving, suspicion 

{in "\ inp*;<;pin-n'PT A"I"I"PTI ri ^ in f ^NrJ 1              1 lyCi, C*-1 >ti" 1 v*M-III, 

envoy, emissary, servant 

w\ 
\Vi.J TO De aJTalUj IU JDts 

scared, to be frightened 

fikf\'\ ^  ' j 1 !<;■+ that'   lVYl Or p. 1 y ^ClULJ .J    I U.J L y 1 I'll 1  ,    11 1 fc [ t, 1 V 

mat , oniyinai, TOinar 

extent', 'that much' 

f-v-i ^ /»■ -a 1 i YYl 1^*,.a + .actKr,iYNrl.Dl 
^Tl *j LaicuTllW, LdLteAalT'UJJrJ-e, 

misfortune 

(v,com,) to punish, to 

]inet \o meie out 

punishment 

(n,) important point, 

critical point, crux of the 

matter, main point 

(fiv) messenger, emissary, 

courier 

(vt.p.) to summon, to 

invoke, to call; to attract; to 

bend 

(n,) news, information, 

reports, things heard 

(vi.) to be confused, 

deluded, dazed or 

stupefied; 

(nj ignorant or stupid 

person, a fool 

(vi.) to be disheartened, 

discouraged, disconsolate 

or dejected 

(n,) the reason or rationale 

for something 

(n.) poetic verse, poetry 

(also ^q-z^s^-q' and 

(n.) punishment, fine, 

penalty 

(v.com.) to doubt, to 

suspect, to have 

apprehensions 



^^Y^Aii Explanatory Notes 

This term refers to a gift thai is typically given with a specific purpose in mind. That is, the 

gift is given with an ulterior motive of trying to get something from the recipient (Th is 

word is a I so spe 11 e d 'ajgfsp 

This expression means 'without a doubt' or 'without question1. 

This expression means that which has come from previously accumulated merit. 

B^^ftr^pq This expression is I iter a fly: 'to be separate d from wealth or riches1 

and means to be poor or destitute. 

This expression can mean both 'some days', "some days and nights' or just 

'some nights', 

liS'^^^^l This expression means things which are inappropriate or not right to 

say. 

gaj'3R'$ r^"^^"^rs^i Th i s e xpr ess ion literally mean s 1 he Brah m i n3 s ear s r ea 11 y h eard 

it\ being another way of saying that he heard something. 

This honorific and very formal form of address refers to a father who is rich in the virtue of 

wisdom. Such a title is a form of praise to one's father. (In this story, though, the daughter 

is using it a little sarcastically.) 

is^tf1 th is express ion i $ a L hasa co 11 o q ui a I ren der i n g o f ^ g    K; jS$3^ 

qqq'^T and means, lonly',' wholly, 'totally1 or 'solely'. 

Note that the story in this reading rs recorded in the Say ka Legs hey -^^q^'). 



Exercises 

A Give brief answers in English to the questions befow. 

i. According to this story, what was the main reason the Brahmin's wel I came into 

being? 

2. Was it the king's power or the Brahmin's pure intentions that was victorious? 

3. In this story what is the main thing to he praised and the rnafn thfmg to be 

criticised? 



B Write 1T" beside the sentences which are true and "F" beside those which 

are false. 

1.   The Brahmin's daughter was more intelligent than the Brahmin was. 

2.          If one has power, one will definitely get everything one wants. 

3.  . The tragedy of the king losing his life was brought about by his own greed w - 

7 ^^■^■^'^^^'^^'^■^■^^■^•^1 

- 

■ - 

C Translate these sentences into Tibetan. 

1; The Brahmin's daughter asked her father what the matter was. 

2. The Brahmin became very confused and disheartened. 







Section One: Folk Stories 

Reading Six; The Sly Man and the Simple Man 

■ 

Long ago, a certain simpleton came across a shining treasure vase which had been 

previously burred by Bhikamadisa. The simpleton immediately grabbed the vase and took 

some gold out of it. He then went to his crafty friend and asked him, "What is thfs? " 

"This is gold," his friend replied. 

"Oh J have more," the simpleton contin ued. 

"If you dop great. We're in this together then/1 the sly man said. And the two of them 

went and buried the vase under a tree. They agreed that when they needed the vase that 

both of them would come and get it together. 

The sly man, however, thinking that he would deceive the simpleton, buried the vase 

somewhere else. He then cal led the simpleton and they went to the tree where they had 

buried the vase together, As the vase was not there, the sly man said,to the simpleton, 

"You have stolen the vase." 

"If E needed to steal ith why, when 1 was the original owner, would I get involved with 

you? \ did not steal it," the simpleton replied. 

Wot paying any attention to him, the sly man saidr "No-one else except the two of us 

knew about this. So it must be you who stole it" He then brought the simple man to the 

king. After telling the king what had happened, he asked him to please punish the foolish 

man. 

"We need to investigate this matter further/1 the king replied. 

"If this is the case, then we need to ask the god of the forest where we stored the 

treasure vase/J the sly man suggested. The king, toof agreed that this was a good solution 

and arranged a time for it to happen. 

Secretly, the sly man hid his elderly father Inside a hollow tree and told him to say that 

the simpleton had stolen the treasure vase. The king then took up his rightful position of 

prominence and, in the midst of many people, the sly man and the simp[e man made 

offerings to the forest-god asking him to testify of their innocence, hn detail they each 

gave reasons to the forest-god why they were tel I ing the truth. Then the elderly father, 

who was pretending to be the forest-god, gave his judgment. 

"See," the sly man said. 

"Thfs certainly is true," the king further confirmed, 
nlf you are all tel ling the truth, then I too am tell ing the truth. The one who is not telling the 

truth is the forest-god So, first of all, I will burn this god. Then you can kill me/1 the 

simpleton said. 



NJt is not right to burn a god. If you do, disaster will come upon you p" the sly man 

replied, 

"Since I am now about to die, what greater disaster could come upon me?" the simpl e 

man countered. Ignoring the sly man, "the simple man piled tip a heap of wood and set it 

alight. Great billows of smoke came from the fire. Unable tobear it, the old man came out 

of the tree trun k. When questioned by the kingh the old man gave this answer, 

'Very crafty ones are not necessarily wise. 

Very simpfe ones are not necessarily fools; 

If very sly ones become wise. 

Would they kill their elderly father with smoke? " 

After the king heard this, he had the crafty man killed, let the Jather go unpunished and 

gave the treasure vase to the simpleton. 

{The Garden of Children's Stories, Tibet People's Press, pp. 69-71,} 



^'crjq^j Vocabulary 

foi.)foofp idiot, moron 

(vt.pt) to hide, to conceal, 

to bury 

1 / 1 (n.) treasure vase 

1 Sj-I 
(adv.) imrnediateiyp 

suddenly, quickly 

(vt.pt.) to grab, to grasp, to 

grip, to hold onto 

(n.) friend, companion 

(n.) clever, smart; slyt crafty 

^1 (adj.) some, a few 

(post.) next to. beside, near 

(v.corn.) to reply, to answer 

(n.Jtre^ tree trunk 

1       \    • 1 (vxomj to make a verbal 

agreement, to agree, to 

promise 

(r>.) deceptive thoughts 

vase, pot 

q^j^j (n J storage place; place of 

refuge/shelter/protection 

(also q^'u^r) 

^^'^S^'i^i (v-corrL)t0 investigate, to 
research, to examine, to 

explore 

jlf Spsr^l      (v.com,) to agree, to 

approve, to consent, to 

endorse 

^a^fWq^i |(v .com,) to de cide, to 

settle, to arrange 

q^j( (vt.pt) to pretend, to pose 

as, to impersonate; to 

deceive, to disguise, to fake 

^^^'g^j Cv.com.) to distinguish, to 

differentiate; to judge, to 

decide 

^rqj 

(n.) truth, reality 

(adj,) completefy correct or 

right, perfectly true, 

extremely pure, without 

fault 

(advr) at the beginning, 

firstly; from the very 

beginning 

(vtf,)tobuin,to 

incinerate; to set alight; to 

roast, to bake 

(vi.pt.) to swirl, to billow, to 

whirl 

(m) deceitful, cunning, sly, 

crafty 

(n*j father 

(adj.) old man, elderly man 

(n,)the inside; belly, 

abdomen 

(adj.) rotten, stale, rancid, 
lgoneoff 

(vi.) to go off 



5ja&3j'f^]| Explanatory Notes 

In this story the word 'clever' refers to someone who is sly, crafty or deceptive. The word 
fsimpIe1 on1 rneans someone who is honest and upright. . 

1 

Bhtkamadisa is most likely the name of an Indian spiritual master. 

flj =qrsa'^raj j This expression is I iterally:1 if you met a thief1 and means if one realfy needs 

to steal something, or out of desperation is forced to steal. 

The expression 'god of the forest' refers to a local god or deity that inhabits a forest. 
EM 

[g^1 ^R-si^^Tj^1 "q|j^#^j This express!on is I iterally: 'except for you there is no way' 

and in the context of th is reading means apart from you no-one else could have done it. 

^■^'ET|^| This expression means that the king took up the position of being most 

prom inent in the midst of all the people. The tit I e i s added t o th e n am e or ran k of 

a person to indicate who is most important when a group of people are assembled 

to get h er. For examp I e, a I eader w i 11 be referred to as ^^^«s]- to d i st i n g uis h h im as 

the highest ranking person at a meeting, 

■ 
fqSjl This particle indicates that an action is about to take place or that it is time to do a 

certain action. For example t^k^r - (jt is time to go1 Jn this reading the simpleton says 

^ ^9j'^r "The time for me to die is right now." 



Exercises 

^1 

A Give Jovief answers in English to the questions below. 

i. Was the simple man an ignorant fool or an honest person? Give reasons for your 

answer. 

2. Was the sly man an intell igent person? What kind of person was he? Give reasons 

for your amswer. 

3. In the end, which one of the two men were victorious? What was the main reason for 

the victory? 



B Write "T" beside the sentences which are true and "F" beside those which 

are false. 

1.          The sly"mam was a wise person. 

2.          Sly people are not necessarily wise. 

3.          The simpleton was a good hearted person. 

4  . By acting honestly, the simpleton obtained the truth, 

■ ■ 

C Translate these sentences into Tibetan, 

h The sly man said to the simpleton, "You have stolen the vase/1 

2. The simpleton immediately grabbed the vase and took some gold out of it 





^^■^R'^'q^-^^-^^m-l^-^q-^^-^^^-q^-^-^-^'^^'q^q'q'^^ 



Section One: Folk Stories 

Reading Seven: The Mute Lama 

Long ago, in a certain area, there was a very ferocious, full-grown leopard who was killing 

and eating many of the people's livestock. So the county leader gathered al I the people 

together, He gave an order that day and night a group of three people would take turns to 

guard the area and kill theevil leopard. However, because the I eopard was very wicked 

and crafty it ki lied many hunters. This made the vi I lage people very worried. So all of the 

guards, when it was their turn to guard, found themselves going to a nearby mute lama to 

ask for a divination. 

One day, the three people whose turn if was to keep guard went to the mute lama to 

ask for a divination. After realising why they had come, the lama closed his eyes, put his 

hands in a praying position and stayed like that for awh He. Then he ro I led two dice onto a 

red cloth that was spread out in front of him. He then opened up a scripture, read a few 

lines, and facing towards them, raised one of his fingers upward and shook his head three 

times. 

The next day, some very bad news spread throughout the whole village that last night 

al! of the three guards had been killed by the leopard. So the people felt into a great panic. 

At that time, some relatives of the deceased were saying that yesterday, when the lama 

gave his divination, he gave a sign that not even one guard would Iive and that this in fact 

really happened. The fame of the mute lama then spread everywhere, 

The three guards who were on duty the next day also went to the lama to ask for a 

divination. As he had done yesterday, the lama prayed, rolled the dice, looked at the 

scriptures and so forth, raised one of his fingers up towards the sky and shook his head 

three times. The next day, all the people in the village said, "Last night's guards fought 

with the evil leopard. Two of them were injured and one died. But the leopard escaped." 

As the people talked about how yet again what the mute lama had predicted y esterday - 

that there would be no greater misfortune than on ly one person dying - had real ly come 

true, even more people believed in the lama. 

The three guards assigned for the next day also went to the mute lama to ask for a 

divination. Again the lama, with even greater concentration, did as he had done 

previously. He put his ten fingers together, prayed, rolled the dice, read the scriptures and 

raised one finger upwards and shook his head three times. 

The next day good news spread throughout the village that last night's guards had not 

only killed the evil leopard, but not even one person had been seriously hurt. The three 

guards then said that the mute lama's divination of yesterday - that not even one person 



would be seriously hurl- did irt fact happen. So they concluded that he real ly must be a 

true Buddha who could predict the future. From that time on, the fame of the lama became 

even greater than before and more and more people put their faith in him. 

(A Collection of Humorous Tibzten Stones, Nationalities Press, pp, 65-67.) 

a^jy*rpp;| Vocabulary 

33 ^1 fn ) lama ouru spiritual 

teacher 

■2Jirncvrr.il 

stupfd, idiot 

s   \ i i 
(n,) leopard 

(adj.) ferocious, cruel h 

fierce savaore vicious 

(n.) livestock, cattle 

&m (n.) village, district or 

county leader 

(v.corrL)toget peopfe 

together, to mobilise 

En 
TAH| ^ flPT"f~£?   c Zi i/a wiAlomt 

(v.com.) to give a 

command, order or 

instruction 

(n.) hunter; 

(vt.p.) to hunt 

3fll. (n^Jifep life-force 

(n.) speech 

(v.com+) to place one's 

hands together in a praying 

position 

fn 1 a small amount a little H 1 1 ■ d U .Jill Ul 1 u 1 1 lu kAl 1 1 L L1.  II ^ 1 

bit a short while 

3TPV11 f n ^ rlnth frtt'tri'n r frith ^ 11.J L1U 1.r 11 trVJHUM L- IU111 

(n.) dice; a Tibetan dice 
s game 

__r 
(T\ ") the fnd&^ fina&r or 1 1  1 _ J      1 1 t^i   III hJ Cs         Jill LJ t 1    '_■ 1 

forefinger 

(n.) sky, space; weather 

M 
(vi.) to raise, to erect, to lift 

upwards 

(adv.) last night, last 

evening 

(n.) guard, guard on duty 

(n.) two days agod the day 

before yesterday 

(v.com.) to pray, to petition 

(v,com.) to fight, to 

struggle, to engage in 

combat 

(n.) injury, wound 

(n.) calamity, mishap, 

accident, tragedy, 

misfortune 



5535.^3^1 Explanatory Notes 

^ |j*v| ||^^ 'q^f^s] ^'q'#r^ ^-m^] u| R'ujR^^q^;^ ' 

The term guard' or 'security guard1 refers to shjft-work&rs who are hi charge of looking 

after the safety and security of people and their possessions. There are various names for 

this occupation in Tibetan. 

^^■^q^-^^i This expression is literally: 'even their fives were lost to his mouth', 

and means that the leopard killed the hunters. 

This technical term means the interpretation of a divination. 

This verbalised compound refers to the action of putting aJ] of one's fingers together in an 

upright position. This action symbol ises that one has faith in the object of one's prayers. A 

closefy related term is ^> q^g^\ which also means to put ten fingers together in a 

praying position. 

g %M R*S|J5|3J9] This expression literally m earis r|el I in to a state o f dis array / 

This technical term means the ability to know the future or secret things. There are many 

kinds of this type of understanding. For example, the abi lity to know future or hidden 

things in a general or specific way, and also to be able to understand what other people 

are thinking. 

^^■ffj^f This term does not mean Jold leopard1, but rather an adult or full-grown 

leopard, 

i^rjg^j  This expression means 'now\ Lthese days' or 'from now on1. 

E^-qt^j This expression means 'concur rent Sy\ Fin conjunction with', or 'together with1. 



A Give brief answers m English to the questions below, 

i. How many guards did the evil Ieopard kill? 

■ 

2. How many people were injured from fighting with the leopard? 

3. How did the mute (ama become so famous? 



B Write "T" beside the sentences which are true and TN beside those which 

are false. 

I  The mute lama gave three different divinations to the three different 

, groups of guards. 

2.          The different sets of guards understood the rn u1e lama's hand signal in 

three different ways. 
■ 

3.   The lama's divinations were exactly right. 

r^£fcj rSylX ^sj-^-^q ^v^§^'^^]TSj"5^ '^3?' ^fj ^ l 

C Match up these Tibetan sentences to the correct English ones. 

  The three guards who were on duty the next day also went to the lama to ask for 

a divination, 

  However, because the leopard was very wicked and crafty it had ki I led many 

hunters. 

  After realising why they had come, the lama dosed his eyes, put h is hands in a 

praying position and stayed like that for awhile, 

,       Then he rolled two dice onto a red doth that was spread out in front of him. 





^1 



Section One: Folk Stones 

Reading Eight; Who Really Am I? 

Long, long ago, there lived a man who had never travel led to distant lands. He was like the 

fool in the proverb; "Fools from remote areas, who have never seen the great wide world, 

think they know best." With great pride he always told people about how expert he was at 

everything and that he was a brave, Intelligent person. 

One day, the leader of the village ordered him to go to Lhasa as a messenger to deliver 

a letter. Because he had never been to Lhasa before, he became very worried, Added to 

that, the vi I lage people said to him, 

"Now when you go to Lhasa, of ail the things you need to Jbe careful about, the most 

important is not to mistake yourself for someone else." They said many other things that 

made him worried. So, becoming even more anxious, the proud man asked, 

"How could i mistake myself for someone else?ld 

" Lhasa has many alleyways, many houses and crowds of people. So if you do not take 

care, you can confuse one alfey with another, one gate far another and one house for 

another. You can even get yourself confused with someone else when in the midst of noisy 

crowds. As there are so many people, you won1! even know how to return to your own 

home or vi I lage/' repl ied the village people. After thinking very seriously about these 

things he said to them, 

"Oh, perhaps this really is possible. However, I have a way not to mistake myself for 

someone else. I will pierce a hole in my nose and then put a shell in it. Then, when i go to 

Lhasa, I will definitely not mistake myseIf for someone else,11 

Wh i le on his way to Lhasa, he ready did pierce his nose and put a shell in it. When he 

arrived at the Barkhor in Lhasa, he saw waves o} bustling crowds of people. He became 

greatly worried that he would mistake himself for someone else. So he kept on looking at 

the shell m his nose. Thinking to himseff, "I will certainly not confuse myself for someone 

else," he went into the crowds. Then, immediately from amongst the crowd, there 

appeared a Drey Gar performer who was wearing a mask with a shell pierced into its nose. 
uGigip soso! Victory to the gods' Where have J come from today? Where wil 11 go 

tonight V cried the performer. The proud man was completely aston ished and 

thought to himself, "What the village people said before really is true. This person has the 

same shell in h is nose as I do. There really is great danger of me mistaking my identity/' So 

he said to the Drey Gar, 

"Today I came from my house. Tonight I do not know where I will go. As you and f are 

very similar, there is a great chance that we wili get confused with each other. Please tell 

me: are you me, or am I you?" 



Roaring with laughter the crowd exclaimed, 
lOhmy! This person ireally isafooif How can anyone confuse a DreyGarwWh oneself!1 

So the proud main was gnreatly humiliated, 

(A Collection of'fxceflenf FofkStoriesTxbsX Peopfe's Press, pp. 214-216.} 

Vocabulary 

Cm,) kingdom, country, 

empire, land, area, place 

(vi.pt.) to travel, to go on a 

journey; to roam, to wander 

about 

Cadj.) wide, extensive, 

broad, expansive 

(TTL) border region, remote 

area 

(adv.) continually, 

constantly, always 

(n.) brave and strong, 

heroic and skillful 

(m) clever and lively 

(v,com.) to boast, to show 

off, to be arrogant, to be 

conceited, to be self- 

important 

(nj leader, director 

(n.) letter, dispatch 

(n.) anxiety, worry 

(v.com,) to be careful, to 

watch out to be cautious 

(n.) importance, 

significance 

(n.) iane, alley, street 

rpq'tfpq^l Cv.com.) to be careful, to 

take cake, to be cautious 

gA]-^ (n.) m a i n gate 0 r door 

i^,f^§fj (n.) c I am o ur, com mot ion; 

frivolous or'worldly1 

entertainment 

qwqjS^j   (n.) thought, thinking 

Cadj.) strret, serio us, f i rm, 

severe 

fvt.pt,) to pierce, to 

puncture 

(n.) smalt shell; cowry 

(n.) wave, waves 

Cvi.)to surge, to billow, to 

swell, to overflow 

(n,) pan ic, dread, great fear 

(n,) performer, actor 

(n.) mask 



5355^'aS!f2i\ Explanatory Notes 

Th is verbalised compound means to consider oneself to be very important and highly 

capab le. This express! on has t h e same me a n 1 n g as       rj^<^' ^^"^^T - to be very 

proud and conceited. 

This term refers to the noise and clamour of crowds of people and market places, For 

example: "Not being carried away by the distraction of worldly pleasures, one should 

earnestly .practice hoiy religion." 

q%^j  8jf#i$^^^ Yi^^iH^ 

^^^r^^^a&^-§^^-|^rq'^R| 

This term refers to small white shells that come from the outer layer of sea creatures. In 

ancient times these shells were used in India and other places as money in exchange for 

goods. These days, Tibetans use shells like these as markers for playing the game of sho - 

an indigenous dice game. 
■ 

A sDrey Gar1 is a particular style of traditional Tibetan folk performance, Tibetan people 

consider this to be an auspicious theatrical performance, A Drey Gar can also refer to the 

actual performers in a Drey Gar musical. 

Jrj'^q^q^ ^■^^rrjE^q^^'Sjbrq' ^f^g^^^^q^^ ^1 Hp "qS; qq^^fry^ ■ 

This expression is used to call upon local deities, local 'owner' gods and virtuous gods. 

When making an offering to the gods one calls outN 
tlGtgi Soso! Victory to the gods." This 

pradice is even today still common in most Tibetan areas. 



This combination of two verbalised compounds        and means to be very 

surprised, amazed or astonished. 

This onomatopoetic expression represents the sound of many people laughing loudly t 

^■q^This word refers to the area at the tip of the nose between the nostrils. 

^V*5*l This exi5tential auxiliary verb ending is used when the speaker is acknowledging 

that something was different to what they expected. The speaker is expressing a degree of 

surprise at the situation. The Lhasa colloquial auxiliary ending ^'-FFT expresses the same 

meaning. 

1 Exercises 

7 Sr"^^"^^r^ '^n^a^i^q "|^^^^q^'^q-cf|-^ 



A Give brief answers in English to-the questions below, 

i. What did the proud mam do in order not to confuse himself with someone else? 

2- What was it that the Drey Gar and the proud man had most in common? 

3. What does the advice of the village people - 'you must not confuse yourself 

with someone else' -tell us about what the proud man was really like? 

B Write beside the sentences which are true and "FTr beside those which 

are false, 

1.   Though the man had been to Lhasa before, because Lhasa had changed so 

much he became confused. 

z.   The proud man was not able to recognise what a Drey Gar was. 

3.   It was the first time this person had been to Lhas.a. 



^^■q^-^-^'^'q'^j 

^q^'sJ^'q^'^^'q^'I'^^^^R-^-^T-^l-q-^^l §^fjfc^%j $tfS&\ 

^■q^'^q^'^'i^^q'qil^^ 

^^•^^5j-qq'|-^^^^^'^5!'^'§iSi'q^ l^^i^^^^lf 



^^^■^'^y^^^^-q^;^'^"^| j 



Section One: Folk Stories ^TT^- 

Reading Nine: The Consequences of Extreme Greed 

Long, longagon in a certain area, there was a family who could not repay their loan to the 

money lenders at the appointed time. So they had no choice but to give over their beloved 

daughter, Ashang, as a replacement for the loan. 

From the time that Ashatig arrived at the money lender's home, she did nothing but 

work from early in the morning until late in the evening doing al] the household chores. 

The money lenders, however, would only ridicule her by saying that she was not doing her 

work well. They did not feed her enough and, on top of that, beat her countless times. 

Undergoing such suffering as this, the beautiful g[rl became very skinny. 

One day, the girl went to collect water from the river. Taking a brief rest while at the 

water's edge, she thought about all the suffering caused by the money lenders and 

started to cry uncontrollably. A sage nearby heard her crying and asked her, "Why are you 

so sad that it makes you cry?" 

"Since coming to this family as payment for my parent's ban, the master and mistress 

have tormented me very severely and this great sadness has made me cry/' replied the 

girl. 

iFYoung girl," the sage responded, "There is no need for you to be upset." As he said 

this, he sprinkled some droplets of water on her. The girl's heart immediately became full 

of joy, Her countenance was restored to how it was before and she became very beautiful 

again. 

The girl then returned to the house with the water. The master and mistress saw her 

radiant countenance and thought to themselves, "In such a short time this morning how 

can the countenance of this girl become so beautiful as this?" So they asked her, "Young 

girl i how is it that the lustre of your face has become as beauti Jul as th is?" The girl then 

toidthem in detail what had happened and how she had met a sage at the water's edge 

while collecting water. 

So very early the next morning, the master and mistress got up and went to the river to 

collect water. Dressed in their old clothes they pretended to cry, making a loud sorrowful 

noise beside the water's edge. The sage came to them and without even saying a word he 

sprinkled some water on them. Instantly, the two of them turned into monkeys I They both 

became very frightened. They stared at each other and then rubbed their backs on the 

ground to try and get the monkey's skin off , but of course they were not able to. 



The two monkeys then returned home. When the gM saw them, she was completely 

astonished to see what had happened to the money lenders. She lovingly cared for them 

and stayed with them for some days. However, since it is not possible for monkeys and 

humans to live together for a long time, the girf, as she had done before, went to the 

water's edge to look for the sage, After carefully telling the sage about her situation, the 

sage told her how to make the two monkeys go and I Eve in a forest. 

One day, in accordance with what the sage had told her, the girl heated up two big 

stones and made the two monkeys sit on them while they were having their evening meal 

The two monkey's bottoms got burnt In great pain they cried out, "Dre Dre" and ran off 

into the forest screaming. From that time on, people said that this was how monkeys got 

their red bottoms. 

(Tibetan Folk stories, Tibet People's Press, pp. 243-245.) 

VOCVIJTHI law [neBi 

.(n.) money lender 

(n.) a loan 

iover ajfeciionj 

(vt.) to love 

(v?,) an appointed time, a 

set time, a scheduled time 

(v.com.) to taunt, to spite, 

to despise, to ridicule 

(v.com.) to beat, to hurt, to 

torture 

(adj.) innumerable. 

countiess, immeasurable 

(adj.) beautiful, attractive, 

appealing 

(vi.) to be afflicted with, to 

be tormented with 

SB 

(n.) ri^er bank, shore 

(adj.) small, tiny 

(vLp.)to cry, to weep 

OOsage, seer 

(v.com,) to shed tears, to 

weep, to cry 

(n.) substitute, 

replacement 

(v.com.) to oppress, to 

torture, to beat 

(vt.) to sprinkle, to scatter, 

to disperse; to destroy, to 

demolish 

(m) radiance, happiness 

(n.) lustre, radiance 



op^'Si ^       (n.) the I us tre or 

complexion of thejace 

(vt.pt.) to meet, to come 

into contact with, to 

encounter 

(n,) situation, 

circumstance; state of 

affairs, the way things are 

(n.) husband and wife, 

parents, married couple 

(n.) words, expressions; 

speech, talk 

JJp^Wg^ [  (v. c o m,) to ro 11 aro un d on 

one's back, to rub one's 

back on the ground 

fen 

(vt.pOtopeel, to skin, to 

husk, to Strip 

(n.) jungle, dense forest 

(n.) food 

(nO buttocks, bottom, 

behind 

(vi.pt.) to get burned, to be 

burned, to get scorched 

£nj pain, hurt, discomfort 

(v,comO to scream, to howl, 

to wail 

sjs^'q^j Explanatory Notes 

This expression 'getting up early and going to bed late' means both 'not wasting time' 

and 'working very hard1, 

This expression refers to a body which is very skinny, has very little flesh on it and consists 

mainly of just skin. 

There are four words in Tibetan which mean 'buttocks'. 



This term refers to a sage or ascetic. Typically, a sage possessed magical powers. 

This onomatopoetic expression represents the soundr according to Tibetans, that 

a monkey makes when in pa En. 

Sp^RgT^PC Th i s e xpr ess i on me ans t o ex p I a i n s ome t h ing in detail, 

g^r^"cj^^j This verbalised compound means to lovingly take care of or look after 

someone, 

~^355] Exercises 

7 i^f^'^^^ 



A Give brief answers in English to the questions below. 

J. Why did Ashang's family give her to the money lenders? 

2. Explain clearly what special blessing the sage give to Ashang. 

3. Did the money lenders get the special blessing that they were expecting? 

What did they receive instead? 

4. What was the main reason why Ashang received a special gift and the money 

lenders ended up in a terrible mess? 

B Write "T" beside the sentences which are true and irF11 beside those which 

are false. 

1.          Th e sag e was a com p ass ion ate person. 

2.          The sage severely punished, the money lenders who did not understand the 

consequences oj karma. 

3.         Through her compassion, the girl was able to change the money lenders 

back into humans again. 



C Translate these sentences into Tibetan. 

i. One dayt the girl went to coiled water from the river. 

2. "There is no need for you to be upset," the sage said. 

3, Instantly h the two of them turned into monkeys" 





q^-q-^ 



Section One: Folk Stories 

Reading Ten: The Vain Dung Beetle 

Long ago, a dung beetle and a ground beetle lived 

nearby each other in a beautiful forest of fruit 

trees. 

One day, the two of them accidentally met each 

other while looking for food. Along the way, they 

talked about many things, shared delicious snacks 

with one another and became friends. However, in 

reality, they both hated each other and constantly 

boasted to one another. They loved bragging about themselves so much that on one 

occasion, as they were looking for food and chatting together, the ground beetle said, 

"Friend, 1 think that I myself am in fact as wonderful as all the insects always say that f 

aim. This is because when I am facing down you can see a naturally formed design of a 

human skul I on my back, and if I roll over, you can see a naturally formed golden statue 

on my stomach." At this the dung beetle became very proud and she also boasted, 

"When I roll over you can see that my stomach is like dark green silk and when I am face 

down, you can see that my back is like green silk. Even more than that,! have the unique 

quality of always having a beautiful smell of white incense emanating from my belly/' 

A little later on, the two of them were walking along beside the edge of a stream. Being 

so engrossed in their conversation, the dung beetle iost her footing and fell into the fast 

flowing water. Insects on both sides of the stream, seeing her get carried away by the 

water, crowded around to look at her. Being so vain she became very embarrassed, but 

pretending not to be frightened, she said to the river, 

"If you are going to take me, then take me] If I get taken like this, I will meet the great 

future Buddha, C harm bap of Tashi Lhunpo monastery." She then got caught in a whirlpool 

and was spun around and around, 

"If I get spun, then spin me. Spin me a hundred thousand times and remove all the sin 

of my life!" she said, even though she was very scared, After a while, the spinning became 

stronger and stronger. She was now in great danger of dying, so she cried out to a frog on 

the edge of the stream, 

"Oh Great Lion, who sits upon the snow mountain, please pull me out by my two 

sandalwood antlers/1 The frog then pulled her out of the water and put her on t he river 

bank. Having just had her life saved, she was overjoyed. As she was preparing to go, she 

noticed many insects going up and down the river bank. Boasting yet again, she 

pretended that she herself had got out of the river and exclaimed, 



"Oh my] Tsegyi, you are just so agile!" 

On her way home, she was again not paying careful attention and got part of her body 

squashed underneath a horse's hoof. The pain was unbearable and she was nearly at the 

point of death. However, since there were many insects on both sides of the path coming 

and going, and because she was so vain, she pretended not to feel any pain saying, 

"You terrible horse! You have fallen in love with my si Ik body. Not only have you ripped 

a little bit of it, you have also caused my beautiful smelling white incense odour to come 

out and I have now lost some of my moral principles!" 

She continued to stagger along on her way home. The great -fright of being swept away by 

a stream and being squashed by a horse had sapped her of all her strength. So she made a 

pi I low and lay down. At that time, the tady ground beetle came along. 

"Friend, I haven't seen you for a long time. Where have you been?" she asked. The 

dung beetle, being very vainglorious, jealous and always loving to tel11ies, replied, 

"Friend, for the past few days I've been washing newly spun wool in the river. Since the 

weather is very warm these days, wearing clothes before they are dry is nice and cool." 

The dung beetle had completely forgotten that the ground beetle had seen her when she 

was swept away by the river. 

The next morning, the ground beetle said to the dung beetle, 

"My dear friend Tsegyif there is someone outside who is looking for you/' 

"I have so many people who want to see me, so who could it be?" she boastfully replied 

as she was coming out of the door of her house, 

"A great chief of the birds, the one with a pen and ink on his head and clothes of green 

silk," the ground beetle continued. 

"Perhaps this is my Uncle," the dung beetle said as she came out outside. Immediately 

a hoopoe, with its sharp, long beak, pecked the dung beetle m one go and ate her up. 

From that time ons the ground beetle lived happily without anyone to despise her. 

{ Tibetan FofkStories, Tibet People's Press, pp. 77-30.) 



Hqy^3;] Vocabulary 

(n,) vanity, ostentation, 

pride, vainglorious, to be 

full of oneself, a lover of 

self-praise or flattery 

(n.) dung beetle, stinkbug 

\\ VJ? (n.) ground beetle, small 

beetle 

(n.) 'upper and lower', 

'earlier and later', just 

nearby 

■ ■. * • 
■ 

fvi.pt.) to a$$ernb|p \ r  ■ 1 fr^       ,f             V^^-r Till nr 1 u- 

together, to congregate, to 

get together 

(m,) hatred, enmity 

(v,com.) to boast to bragn 

to indulge in self-praise 

(n.) insect 

(vt.pt,) to turn face down, 

to place upside down 

1 1 
fin \ human ^kii 11 \t \mj  1 IUI 1 IU.I 1   J J1. VL 1 1 

(r\ }'naturallv ati'DParinfTJ 

'naturally formed', 'self- 

manifesting' 

(TL) satint brocade, silk 

(adj.) dark green 

(adj.) green 

(n.) a type of incense; resin 

(n.) fragrant smell or arorna 

(vj.) to come out, to 

emanate, to diffuse, to 

permeate; to waft, to ri$e 

(n.) a good guality or 

gualities, virtue, 

excellence 

" ^1 
(vi.)to slip,, to slide 

(v.com.) to crowd around 

and stare 

1 
(n.) whirlpool 

w 1 
(adj.) the number 100,000 

■   1 1 
(n.) sin and defilement, 

non-virtue, 'negativity1 

(adv'J sometime, a while 

fa 
CtiJ danger 

l \ l! 
(n.) sandalwood 

1 
(n.) hornsh antlers 

1 
(adj.) nimble, agilen light- 

footed (also uj=;,^"2^,?fT} 

(it) hoof 

(n.) part, fragment 

I i 
(vtpt.) to rip, to tear 

(n.) ethics, morals 

(n.h.) clothes, clothing, 

garment, robes 

(m) hoopoe bird 

3^.'r^£rj r|jm   (vxom,) t o p eck w i t h a 

beak 



^obSrq^j Explanatory Notes 

A dung beetle is a black, beetle with a horrible smell, 

A ground beetle is a smalI yellowish insect about one thumb nasi in size," 

This expression means to meet someone without any prior arrangement. 
i 

This expression means to talk openly with others about nothing in particular. The 

expression - ^l^Tite^ also means casual 'chit chat*, 'idle chatter1 or small tafk\ 

This verbalised compound means to soak new woo! in water and then clean it. The 

verbalised compound g-^ae^'g^Tf has the same meaning, 

The 'fragrance of eth3caE behaviour' is a special t natural ly occurring smel! which fully 

ordained monks who conduct themselves in a exceptional ly ethical manner allegedly 

have. 

^cj'qgjor^i   This idiomatic express ion (literally: 'corpse horse, useless horse1) is an 

insult specifically used for a horse. 

-Fj^irpf'^l This onomatopoeic expression represents the sound old people make when 

they get up. It also represents the sound people make when they put a lot of energy into 

manual work. 

^'^Ij^lj^ This metaphor {literally: 'pen and ink on the headf) refers to the appearance 

of the Tibetan hoopoe bird, in particular describing its long beak and striking head 



feathers, ft has been suggested 1 hat the hoopoe is called a'chief of.the birds' because, 

previously, leaders were those who carried ink and a pen with them. 

g^^Mjj Exercises 

9 ^§^1^^ i-^^^^^i 

A Give brief answers in English to the questions below. 

i. Which one of the two insects was the proudest? Why do you think so? 

z. Which of the dung beetle's flaws did she say were actually her excellent qualities? 

3. What was the reason the dung beetle nearly lost her life? 
1 ■■ 



B WTite "T" beside the sentences which are true and r,F" beside those which 

are false. 

1.   The dung beetle and 1he ground beetl e were very close friends. 

2.          The dung beetle was very vain and the ground beetle was very cruel. 

3-          The ground beetle was like one who were clothes of green silk. 

C Match mp these Tibetan sentences to the correct English ones, 

  The dung beetle lost her footing and fel I into the fast flowing water. 

  On her way home, she was again not paying careful attention and got part of her 

body squashed underneath a horse's hoof. 

  The frog then pulled her out of the water and put her on the river bank. 

  Insects on both sides of the stream, seeing her get carried away by the waterh 

crowded around to look at her. 



Section Two: 

Well-known Symbols 
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Section Two: Wei J-known Symbols 

Reading Eleven; The Ten Powerful Letters 

The design known as "The Ten Powerful Letters'1, which appears to be confusing with its 

many colours and shapes-, can be seen as a mural in Tibetan monasteries and homes 

throughout all Tibetan areas. The Ten Powerful Letters is written in the language of 

Sanskrit using the written script known as dLlendza". The symbol hasten letters which 

symbolise the outer or external "container" world and the inner "contents" world of alt 

sentient beings. The reason why the letters are different colours is not for decorative 

beauty,, but rather each colour and letter have a particular characteristic and Junction. 

The reason the symbol is painted, or hung on walls, is because it Is alleged that the inter- 

relationships of all the letters give it special powers. Thus, the symbol is used widely 

throughout all Tibetan areas. 

The Ten Powerful Letters symbolises a gathering together of all the "containers" of the 

three realms of existence. So, if in faith, one hangs up this symbol in a building, the 

splendour of the symbol will suppress all the bad physical characteristics of the area and 

bring good fortune. It is believed that the symbol can also overcome a bad omen of the 

alignment of the stars andplanets and bring peace, if the symbol is put inside one's house 

it is alleged that it can provide protection from harm and be a source of merit and good 

luck, Many other things have been said about the benefits of The Ten Powerful letters. To 

understand this symbol in more detail, one should study what has been written about it In 

Tibetan Buddhist texts, 

[This symbol is typically translated into English as 'The Ten Powerful Aspects', tn this reading we 

have chosen to call it The Ten Powerful Letters' as we considered this to be a title that could be 

in ore readily understood and one that was also in keeping with the nature of the symbol. The word 

xs^q" means 'kind', ltype' or 'aspect',] 



5)Zi|uj5p;| Vocabulary | 

^111y MIUiidiitrry \\i.J J UT1L UUTI | Usb, dJJJIITy, 

(n,) wall painting,, mural 
action 

(n.) painting, drawing, 
m 7 1- wrr l^n.j feature, cnaracTensiic, 

picture 
quality, special feature 

(nj confusion, chaos; 7 r • 1 
(n,) ceremony, celebration. 

t1 iTTtTin-if   tTTil          fS 1 ^ETT 

i^'si Sts]5 1    9  I   J      v  1 A 

inter-connections, 

'dependent relationship 

Enter-dependence of cause 
^n.j colour 

■ and effect 

(rOtorm, aspect, type, (n.) power, ability, 
kind strength; magical power; 

(adj.) clear, bright, radiant, tvt.) to be able to, to Joe 

splendid, brilliant, shining capable; to dare to 

(adv,) usually, normally, (n.) having a distinguishing 

regularly, typically, quality, feature or 

continuously, always 
rh ri rs rfp rl <*t i r Vj-I 1 U 1 QVJ it J 1 i> \ 1 

(adv,) everywhere, all over, \vi.pij to gainer toyetrier, 

in all areas 
to rn 11 p ri tr> rr,=i i h PIT I I r\ 

(nr) the Sanskrit language \urj ianu analysis, 

(also ^TOgj^) "geomantic calculation' 

(n J script, lettering style, W** g,^ aptj 

typeface, font suppress, to overcome 

(n.) container, vessel, \_\ \ 'J kj'lallts^OiMU.i^A.lj' 

receptacle (vt.pt.) to stop, to oppose, 

(n.) juice, sap, extract, ro repei, TO Turn sometning 

elixir, nectar; contents; back 

nutrients, nutrition (n.) harm, injury, damage 

(v.com,) to symbolise, to (n,) Buddhism 
illustrate 



^a&3^3pj| Explanatory Notes 

The term 1 Sanskrit' (translated into Tibetan as Lwell constructed' and also transliterated 

from Sanskrit into Tibetan as ^Ig^r) was one of many languages used in ancient India .If is 

well known that most Buddhist texts were written and taught in this language, 

'Lendza' is one of the written scripts used for writing Sanskrit 

The 'outer world container' refers to the world that holds the natural world of sentient 

beings. 

This term refers io sentient beings which are the essential part of the inner world. 

[^■^"ETj^i The three realms of Buddhist cosmology are: 

1. q^-psOT the desire realm (the world humans inhabit) 

2. ir^q^a^ the form realm 

3* ^^"i^'^a^ the formless realm 

This term refers to the bad shape, (or position) of natural features of an area, such as 

mountains and rivers, which can lead to bad luck. The terms sp^^' and Sr^^' ref er 

to the good or bad physical appearance of an area of land or of a person. Typically, when ^ 

people say Ethat baby has a good Sj'z^^'' they are referring to its physical appearance 

and beautiful facial features, (The term SE^fy - literally; 'land analysis' - refers to a 

process of analysing an area of land and is often translated as Jgeomantic calculations'.) 



Exercises 

7 ^^^^'^^^^^^'^^'^^^'S] ^=^' 'g^^-^^^'^-^-^] 

3 ^'g^ ^s^|^^^i^Sj 

A Give brief answers in English to the questions belowr 

i. How many letters are used in the Ten Powerful Letters and what language are they 

written in? 

2. Why is it that people paint or hang the Ten Powerful Letters on the walls of 

buildings? 

3. What does the 'ten' of this symbol rcjer to? 



B Write ,1T" beside the sentences which are true and P1F" beside those which 

are false. 

1.   Ten Tibetan tetters are used in the symbol of the Ten Powerful Letters. 

2.          The Ten Powerful Letters Is a picture iIlustra! in g only artistic skilL 

3-   Tibetans have a tradition of putting their faith in the Ten Powerful Letters. 



1\ TF§^" 

^!^q'^3;q^qq'q=T^] 3qq^'q5;q^-|v5^-^ 

qiq'q^'f^q'q^q^'qq^q^'Y^^^'q^^ 

q^^q^q] q^'^'^^'q^'^^'^'^^q'^'^q^q^^'q-^isi-^- 

^q^j^»|"S(q'q^'lf^q^ 

^■g^'q^'qq'^q'^'^^T^T^q^^-^^r^^q^Sj-t3^j ^'5W'^q'a6'^'^^-q- 



Section Two: Well-known Symbols 

Reading Twelve: Yuirg Trung 

In the regions of the Land of Snow, there are many pictures which have their symbolic 

meanings based on Buddhism, There are also many symbols, tike the Yung Trung, which 

originate from the Bon religion and have very extensive and profound explanations 

associated with them. The reason for this is that the Yung Trung of the Bon religion is an 

integral part of the original t indigenous religion of Tibet, Moreover, the Yung Trung 

symbol has always been part of the actual name of the Bon religion, (Yung Trung Bon), 

Even to this day, Tibetans Jfciraw this symbol on the roof of their houses, on their gates 

and as wall murals. En mai^&as, as part of a wedding ceremony, the Yung Trung is 

drawn on the seats where W wU and groom sit On such an occasion, the Yung Trung 

must be drawn using eithe|Mpy or rice. 

While religious texts contain profound explanations about the symbol it significance of 

the Yung Trung, a general interpretation wi 11 be given here. The Yung Trung symbolical ly 

represents the unchangirig nature of the vajra, the stability and immutability of Mt. Meru 

(the centre of the Buddhist cosmos) and the unchanging nature of space, The symbol is 

drawn because it is alleged that it can overturn the bad omens which come from losing 

the balance of the natural order of the outer and inner worlds A t is also drawn for the 

purpose of maintaining good luck and merit at all times. 

There are two ways of drawing the Yung Trung. 

One way, known as the "Bon Korma", is drawing it to 

j^Jll jj   the left. The other way, known as the "Chti Korma", is 

dr awi n g it t o t h e r i ght, Af t er Buddh i sm spread 

throughout Tibet, it would appear that the practice of 

drawing the Yung Trung, which was based on the Bon 

religion, was further developed by the Buddhist way 

of circling to the right. Ordinary people typically draw 

the Yung Trung in the manner which they prefer - that 

is, either from the left or the right. The establ ished 

practice of drawing a small circle in each of the four 

corners of the Yung Trung is so that it will not appear 

empty and to make it look attractive. 

Thispi ctute   aw a t he Yuri q Tsrung as dasp I ay ed on a door c urta in 



£zjj'£riispsj Vocabulary 

Cn.) village, town, district, 

area, place 

^^"^'^^^(ri,) Buddhism 

TO 

1 
-■ 

m 

5]\ 

(n.) Bon religion 

(n.) explanation, 

commentary 

(adj.) profound, deep 

(adj.) various kinds or types 

(adv.) continuously, always 

(n,) -the original/the Jirst, 

from the very beginning 

(n.) religion, religious 

system 

(idiom) 'original1, 

'indigenous1, 'naturally 

existing1 

(adv.) in particular, 

especially 

(nO a part or facet; edge, 

comer, margin, angle 

(v.corn.) to exist, to be part 

of something 

0*0 roof1 upper story 

(n.) wedding celebration, 

marriage party 

(n.) bride 

■ 

(n.) cushion, mat, carpet, 

rug 

(n.) vajra, thunderbolt; 

diamond, Indra's sceptre; 

(adj,) indestructible, 

immutable 

dj.) firm .solid, thick 

$ stable, steady, 

eadfast 

) symbol, sign 

(n.) mark, sign 

(adv.) always (also 

Cm) left, the left side or 

direction 

(n,) right, the right side or 

direction 

(adv.) later, future; the next 

life 

(n.) foundation, basis 

(adj.) common, ordinary 

(vi.) to like, to prefer, to be 

inclined towards 

(nj a small circle (Sanskrit: 

bindu)\ drop, droplet 



a^a&s^HPJ] Explanatory Notes 

In essence, the Yung Trung symbol ises everlasting steadfastness and immutability. The 

Yung Trung can be understood in two ways. Oneway is as the symbol itself and the other 

is simply as the meaning 'unchanging'. 

The word 'original1 or Lfir&t\ taken from the expression 'original religion', means the same 

as other words such as urn^ qirpr and ^§qr .This expression refers to the very 

first and original religion that spread throughout Tibetan areas. 

^ Ij^"        This 1 itle i s one of t he n am es of Mo un t Mer u, th e my th i cal m ount a En at t h e 

centre of the Buddhist cosmos. 

This word means 'wedding celebration' and is a celebration where either the groom is 

receiving hh bride or a bride is receiving her groom. 

This expression means that one can determine'without a doubt' or'without question1 that 

something is so. 

This somewhat archaic expression means 'always' or 'at all times'. 

^r^'^^l This metaphorical expression (literal ly:' I and-born»stone-bomh) means 

' ori g in a \ * or ■ i ndi gen ous1
t 

§^^R^'p35M| T h is e xpress i on refe rs to both t he p h ys ica 11 o ut er' worI d t h at 

contains sentient beings and to the ' inner' world of sentient beings themselves. 

rqt^Sj^S^j This particular grammatical construction expresses the means by which 

something is. dona or occurs. 



^RT3f3j Exercises 

7 ?T^i^^fi:r5:J^r^3::,PI^ ^iij^^^^^^^-^^ -a^^«S5^'3=^asjt 

A Give brief answers in English to the questions below, 

u How docsthe dra wing of the Yung Trung convey good Iuck? 

2. Why should ihe YungTrung be drawn at wedding ceremonies? 

3. How many ways are there of drawing Ihe Yung Trung? How did those methods 

come about? 



B Write "T" beside the sentences which are true and Th beside those which 

are false. 

i. __  The Yung Trung is a drawing that has much symbolic meaning. 

2-          There are no other people who have faith in the Yung Trung other than 

those who believe in the Bon religion. 

3.   The Yung Trung is a lucky symbol that is an essential part of the traditions 

of Tibetan people. 

B6n Karma Clio Korma 





Section Two: Well-known Symbols 

Reading Thirteen: Holy Vow-Keepers 

The symbol known as the "Holy Vow-Keepers" is named after holy saints such as Shiwa 

T$o($f7anteratohiteJar\d the great yoga master Pema Jungne ffidmasambhaya). The 

picture is a symbolic depiction of the completeness of all the eth ical qualities of the holy 

ones who followed after the Buddha-just [ike Shiwa Tso, The picture Es called "Holy Vow- 

Keepers" because it symbol ises great masters, like the three great masters who 

propagated the Buddha's teaching throughout all regions of the Snow Lands, and the 

incarnate translators. In order to remember the great works of all these masters, Sayka 

Pandita Kunga Gyaltsan designed and popularised th is symbol ic picture of the Holy Vow- 

Keepers. He first created it as a mural in Samye monastery, From that time on, the drawing 

of the Holy Vow-Keepers appeared in monasteries, temples and palaces all throughout 
Tibetan areas. 

The main symbolic meanings of this picture are as follows: the entire lotus flower, 

which is the foundation of the picture, symbol ises the great master Pema J ungne. His 

name 'Pema' (which means lotus) is thus incorporated into the symbol itself. The upright 

sword positioned in the middle of the lotus (in this picture it is on top of a scripture, see 

explanation below) represents the dharma king Trisong Detsen, who was an incarnation 

of Jam Vmqimnjushri). Furthermore, the knife comes out from the lotus anthers and 

represents king Trisong Detsen who was born from the mind of Pema fungne, Trisong 

Detsen was the most important of Pema JungneJs closest twenty ffve disciples. The 

disciples comprised both the king and his ministers. All of them became disciples through 

Perna Jungne's power. 



On the right side of the lotus, the two-headed golden goose represents Shiwa Tso and 

his disciple Kama fash fla who shared the same doctrine as Shiwa Tso, Though both of them 

shared the same philosophical doctrines, they taught thern in different ways. 

Furthermore, since they were excellent vow-keepers 1 hey were represented as a golden 

goose - the colour of the Buddha's clothes. 

On the left side of the lotus, the two-headed parrot represents the translator .Gawa 

Paltseg and translator Jogrolui Gyalsten, In the same way parrots can speak the language 

of birds and imitate human voices, so the translators knew both the languages of Sanskrit 

and Tibetan. 

The lotus flower is situated in a great lake. The lake represents the putting out of the 

fire that was prophesied long ago to damage Sarnye monastery. The history of this 

prophecy is recorded in the lower part of the inscription at Samye monastery. 

(Based on Tungkar s Great Dictionary, Tibetology J>ress of pi R. of China, zqo2.pp.1190.) 

[There are two representations of the symbol of the Holy Vow-Keepers. One includes a drawing of a 

scripture, which is a more contemporary creation, and the second, which is an older 

representation, does not include a scripture. The pictures 3n this chapter include a scripture wilh a 

dagger or sword on top of it. The scripture represents the Buddhist teachings. Furthermore, in 

Tungkar1? explanation of this symbol, he describes the two-headed golden goose as being to the 

right of the lotus and the two-headed parrot as being to the left 0} the lotus. In the illustrations 

that we have provided for this reading, the two-headed golden goose is to the left of the lotus and 

the two-headed parrot is to the rightr] 



flj*Ef|zsj^| Vocabulary 

SJ1 

OOvow^ pledge, oath; 

(vt.pj to bind, to fasten, to 

■tie up; to do addition 

(n.) effort, exertion, 

diligence; 

(vt) to strive, to make an 

effort, to be diligent 

(adj.) excellent, supreme, 

sublime, holy, pure, true; 

(n.) holy person, exalted 

one 

(n,) yogic practice, ascetic 

practice 

(n.) 'highly accomplished 

one', 'saint1, (from 

On,) lotus flower 

(n,) origin, source 

(vt.) to be called, to be 

known as; 

Cn.) action, deed,work 

(n<)man, person 

(nH)an utterance or 

expression; 

(vt.pt) to say, to talk, to 

express; to discuss, to 

expound 

(adv.) undoubtedly, 

certainly, definitely 

(n.) incarnation, 

emanation, manifestation 

(n.) translator lotsawa' 

(il.) one who is both a 

pandita andsaddha - a 

great master or 

accomplished one 

^■a^gS^j      (nO victory banner or 

victory sign/symbol 

(n.) painting, mural, wall- 

painting 

(nj master, professor 

(n.) centre, middle, core, 

crux, hub; navel 

(n.) sword, dagger 

(n.) student, disciple 

(n.) king and subjects 

(nj anther 

(n.) golden coloured goose 

(n.hj lmindsonr, closest 

disciple, principal disciple 

(n,) parrot 



^a^Qg^i Explanatory Notes 

l^r^f^i ^-qa;q^^^-§^'^3T3pl ^aj^SW -g     ^^q ^ '^g^"^ ■ 

Vow- Keepers are holy saints who have taken vows in the presence of great makers and 

diligently hold them with all their body, speech and mind. The representation of the Holy 

Vow-Keepers in this iesson symbolises the three great masters and the translators, 

Sometime later, in the centre of the picture, a scripture and a vajra were drawn to 

symbolise the Three Great Protectors (jambey Yangj Chagna DorjeandChenrisi). The 

drawing of these, which became widespread, was based just om the impressions of the 

artist and was not a part oj the original creation by Sayka Pandit a Kunga Gyaltsan (1182- 

1251), This view is supported by Tungars dictionary. 

The three great masters mentioned in this reading refer to £hiwa Tso, Pema Jungne and 

KingTrisong Detsen. 

During the era when kings ruled Tibet, ShiwaTso was one of the masters who was invited 

to Tibet from India, He is also known as Khenchen Bodhisattva andKhenpo Bodhisattva, 

This technical term is variously translated as 'ascetic practi ces* and "yogtc disciplines'. It 

tefer$ to unusual and secret tantric practices which are a reversal of previous, ancient 

(and wrong) practices, 



Pema]ungne(literally:'one who originates from at lotus1) came from the western land of 

Ugyen (west of India) and was a great master of tantric understanding. He is also known 

as Guru Rimpoche and Ugyen Rimpoche. 

The expression 'the twenty jive -the king and his subjects' refers to Perna Jungne's twenty 

five most intimate disciples of which King Trisong Del sen was the most important. 

This technical term refers to one's own philosophical views of the d harm a and the world. 

This philosophical system is known as "The Tenets'. To fully comprehend these doctrines, 

one needs to understand the commentaries of The Tenets. 

This idiomatic expression (literally: 'spread over land and stone') means 
1 everywhere'. 

This expression means Jas it ish
t 'as it has been saidh or *$$ it was written'. 

q^-q'^l'^i^aj^i This expression conveys certainty; there Es no question or no doubt 

that something is the case. 



Holy Vow-Keepers 

sword 

2 ^1 
scriptures 

lotus flower 

4 ^R#^^=T|^^ ^^j 

two-headed golden goose 

two-headed parrot 



1 Exercises 

..    .. ■ 

7 ^-q|f3^^^ 

A Give brief answers in English to the questions below. 

i. Which Tibetan area did the first drawing of the Holy Vow-Keepers originate from? 

2. To whom does th is symbolic representation of the Holy Vow-Keepers show respect 

to? 





^Sj'S^'q-^qR^'^^aj^^^ 

^^'q'^-jag^q-Sig^aij 

qi^^^-q-£-^-£q^3r^rR^^ 

^q'^-q-d^'q^a^STq^'^-^W^^^ 

^q=;-«J-^-^'^q!S!'^'q| ^^'^'^^]'^'q^"^^'^^'gq-q^a]-gq-§R- 

s^- ^iTT.^i^i^^c:-! LitTicriaiifFC' Ra^hurjuc tfL 



Section Two: Well-known Symbols 

Reading Fourteen: The Wheel of Dharma 

On top of the Jokhang temple, a temple which clearly illustrates the history, culture, and 

re I igion of Tibet, one can see the glorious Wheel of Dharma with two deer on either side of 

it. When visitors, who reafly want to fearn about Tibetan religion and culture, first see the 

wheel on top of the Jokhang, a special curiosity is aroused in them. Pointing to the wheel, 

they spontaneously ask the question, "What does this wheel symbolise?" 

Jf the meaning of the wheel is discussed in detail, the profound teachings of Buddhism 

can be explained. To give just a general explanation, the wheel symbol ises the teachings 

of the Buddha which he gave to his students. The two deer represent the Buddha's 

students and disciples, Like the Precious Wheel of the Seven Royal Treasures, the Wheel of 

Dharma also has spokes. The spokes represent the progressive stages of Buddhism and the 

progressive understanding of Buddha's disciples. Based on the stages of student 

understanding, the Buddha taught two main teachings. In the same way that the Precious 

Wheel of the Seven Royal Treasures allegedly has the power to cut, slice and defeat 

enemies, so the Buddhist teachings have the power to overcome and remove al I the 

ignorance of its followers, fust as the Precious Wheel of the Seven Royal Treasures 

allegedly had the power to quickly go wherever the kings desired, so if one practices 

Buddhism one cart be liberated and quickly reach the level of omniscience. 

In short, the Wheel of Dharma represents the three times the Buddha gave teachings 

(literally: lspun the wheel of dharma'), En the human realm, to his disciples in accordance 

with their different levefs of understanding, For a deeper understanding of the Wheel of 

Dharma, one should study about it in the great texts, 



gl'aj'^^ Vocabulary 

(rh) a history, an account 

(n.) culture, learning 

(vt,p.) to rub out, to erase; 

to eradicate, tg wipe out 

(m.) evidence, proof 

(n,)IElusion, hallucination 

(nO monastery, temple, 

Buddhist sanctuary, main 

temple 

(adj,) beautiful, 'endowed 

with beauty1 

(n.) deer, herbivorous 

animals, wild animals 

(nj a pair, two. both 

(n.Jappearancej 'the way it 

appears' 

(n.h.) finger 

(post.) up, up there, on top 

of 

(vi.) to logically Jollow, to 

be consequencial; to do far 

more than is needed or 

required, to overdo . 

(adv.) in general, typically, 

generally, commonly 

(n,) disciple 

(n.) spoke of awheel 

(n.) sequence, stage, step, 

progression 

tvt.pt.) to act in 

accordance with, to 

conform to 

^S]^j (n.) enemy 

^W^Jf (vt.pt.) toslice,tochopup 

q^!^^^-^zr| (v.com.) to defeat, 

to overcome, to subdue, 

to conquer 

(n.) ignorance, affliction, 

delusion 

(adj.) all, everything 

(n.) status, level, position, 

rank 

(n.) visualisation, 

imagination; 

(vt,) to visualise, to imagine 

^3^^rqqr^j (n.) object of one's 

visualisation or 

TO 

imagination 

(adv) quickly, swiftly, 

rapidly, immediately 

(adv.) briefly, in brief, in 

short, in summary, in 

conclusion (al$o 3j*y^r 



3sT9B^^J Explanatory Notes 

^■^^■^^■^^■^^■n^!  ^r"g.^ 'IF ^^"sp^ 'q^q^'i^ ^"^SJ 
pqg^ 

The Rasa Jokhang temple (Rasa is an ancient name of Lhasa) was built during the reign of 

Songtsen Gampo to house Pa3 Sans dowry of the Jowo Mikyo Dorje. These days, this temple 

is known as Lhasa's Jokhang temple. Sometime after the Jowo was placed in the Jokhang 

temple, the statue of the Jowo was moved to Ramoohe temple and Ramoche's Jowo was 

moved to the Jokhang temple. There are various views about the reasons for moving these 

two statues. 

This term refers to Buddha's disciples. To give a very broad definition of this term, it refers 

to all sentient beings. (This term literal ly means 'trainee' or 'one who is tamed' - that is 

one who is tamed or disciplined by the teachings of Buddha.) 

In ancient times, this term referred to those who travel led to many places seeking the 

dharma and spiritual empowerment. These days this term is also widely used by those in 

the tourism profession. There are two words for tourists - u^pj^q' and Ifc^g-q'. 

s^q -=^-| qarq r§^^^^ '^p^j ^ rq'^ R^'i^^^^p^^'q1 ^mmf 

^^■ie'^^'^'^^^'^'^"^^' £ ^ aj-q^ -q -q^ ^3fjVq 0$ 

According to Buddhism, there are two Vehicles' of spiritual practice - the greater 

vehicle' and the lesser Veh icle1. The term §aj'q' literal ly means Ho carry' or 'to bared. 

Based on the strength or capacity of the 'carriers' or practitioners of the dharma, and in 

accordance with the need to create various sizes of loads for one to C3.rry (literally a 

burden for one's back), the Buddha taught the two Vehicles' based on the relative 



knowledge of his dharma practitioners and their mental capabilities. (ijsyq" also refers 1o 

a cart or carriage pulled by a horse, or a cart that one can push along. The lesser Vehicle' 

refers to those practitioners who seel only their own liberation; whereas the greater 

'vehicle' refers to those practitioners who seek the liberation of both themselves and 

others.) 

The term liberation' or Emancipation1 refers to the level of attainment which comes from 

discarding the karma and ignorance of this worldly system. From that time on there is no 

need to experience any suffering at al I. This teaching is from the viewpoint of Buddhism, 

However, according to different religions there are many different ways of understanding 

this term 'liberation', 

The title 'Al I Knowing One1 is one of the name's of Buddha and means that one has entered 

into the mind of afl knowledge. 

^qc^^^-qj This expression means to involuntarily do or say something, 

^q^^Si^qj This expression (I ft era 11 y:" cannot be erased") means that something is 

clearEy, undoubtedly, without question or irrefutably the case. 

Exercises l^p^ 



■ 

A Give brief answers in English to the questions below, 

i. In brief, what does the Wheel of Dharma symbolise? 

2. How do the features of the wheel and the meanings of Buddhism relate to one 

another? 

3, By referring to the explanatory notes above, why do you think there aire two deer in 

the Wheel of the Dharma symbol? 



7   R^^S^^K^^^ 

B Write "T" beside the sentences which are true and "F" beside those which 

are false, 

1.   The Wheel of Dh&rma can only be seen on top of the J okhang temple. 

2. The Wheel of Dharrna is a weapon of self-protection. 

3.   The 'Dharrna' refers to Buddhist teachings and the wheeI symbolises 

the teach ing of it. 



^^^^ 

|^^.**31^!Ifffj     F'ir^^'sJ'g^l   ^wj'^N^rsi-gflrqi ^-q1 



Section Two: Well-known Symbols 

Reading Fifteen: Cheniar and Chang Phii 

In most Tibetan areas, but Em particular in Central Tibet (U -Tsang) -the land of the pure 

dharma-there are two indispensible ceremonial symbols. These are known as "chemar" 

and flchang phii". In accordance with the saying, 

"A plate is filled with the first offering of tsampa, 

And is decorated with freshly made butter," 

so the tradition of offering chemar and chang is made before any 

important work, or ceremonially at the very beginning of it. This 

practice is widespread amongst Tibetans of all walks of fife; in 

households that are rich or poor, amongst people of high or low 

birth and amongst those of high or low rank. 

The reason for making this offering is so that all auspicious 

deeds and activities wil I both begin well and finish wel I. Chemar is tsampa (ground barley 

flour) mixed with butter and chang phii is a first offering of chang (barley beer). The 

tsampa and chang need to be the best quality one has availabfe, Before anyone consumes 

them, they must be arranged as an offering. This is how the offering derived its name 

"phii11. The term "phu" can also sometimes mean the best and the most excellent. The first 

offering of the tsampa is put on a plate made of precious materials, or some other kind of 

appropriate container, and is mixed together with butter, sugar and so on. This must be 

decorated with an auspicious design made of fresh, white butter. 

Strong chang is put into a container or bowl made of precious gold, 

silver or wood, or some other kind of appropriate bowL Smalf, fresh 

dobs of butter are then placed on the edge of the bowl. This 

arrangement is known as "chemar chang phii". 

The first thing one then does is to dip the ring finger of one's 

right hand into the chang and flick it into the air as an offering. This is 

done three times as a prayer offering to the Three Jewels. Then one can taste it, 

One does the same with the chemar, taking a smal I amount of it and offering it to the 

Three jewels. After that, one may eat some of the chemar or put it in the mouth ojanew 

born baby or even the mouth of a calf and say, 

"Good luck! May you always have chemar to eat, always be wealthy and always hear 

good news!" 

This ceremonial offering is one of the simplest and most widely spread Tibetan traditions. 



35 s!j-^^| Vocabulary 

(adv.) especially, in 

particular 

(vi.pt.) to exist, to be; to go, 

to come 

(n,) container, receptacle, 

plate, dishi, bowl 

(vt.pt.) to Jill up, to stuff in, 

tofiJI to the brim 

(v.com,) to decorate 

(v.corrO to begin, to start, 

to commence 

(n.) first preparation; 

preliminary introductory 

(n.) conditions, 

circumstances 

(adj.) good and bad, 

superior and inferior 

(v,com.) to commence, to 

begin with; to lead, to 

direct 

(adjj high and law 

(n,) work, job, business 

(adj.) auspicious. Virtuous 

and good1 

(v.com.) to have reached 

the end, to finish 

(adj.) reckless, careless, 

indiscriminate, whatever 

happens1 

L ■ 

■ . 

(n.) roasted barley flour 

(n,) barley beer 

(vt.pt.) to prepare, to make 

preparations, to layout, to 

display 

(n.) term, word, expression, 

terminofogy, convention 

(ad v.} sometimes, 

occasionally 

(nO the best, the most 

excellent (also 

(n.) plate, dish, saucer, 

p fatter 

1 
(vL) to touch, to make 

contact with something 

(nr) Three jewels', Triple 

Refuge' (abbrev. of 

Ftrmes\ 'occurrences', 

'occasions' 

m 
(vi.p.) to taste 

(ad v,) again 

(n.) a small amount, a little 

bit 

(adv.) even; including; 

more than, over 



5j3E3^^| Explanatory Notes 

This word is ari old word for 'receptacle' and can refer to either a plateh dish or bowL 

This metaphorical expression (literally: 'essential elixir' or 'nutritional essence') means the 

butter that results from milk being churned. 

This expression refers to one1 s status as determined Jby family lineage of one's birth, one's 

rank in socfety and by how wel I one is known. 

This term (literally: +white decoration') refers to a particular way of decorating chemar, 

offerings and lucky containers with butter. 

This term refers to putting a small dob oj butter on the edge of a cup or chang container 

as a symbol of good luck. 

This word means the fourth finger of either hand. 

This expression means the areas where Buddhism has spread, 

3fesr^"5TgjSfjt^1     This expression Iiterally means 'before anyone has enjoyed it\ 

but in this context means before anyone has consumed or partaken of it. The reason for 

this is to ensure that the tsampa and chang are pure and thus qualify to be used as an 

Offering. 



£l£3T=3]g£!| This word is an abbreviation of ^^T5q^fj^^K often translated as 'The 

Three Jewels' - which are Buddha;      the dharma;^'^^" the priesthood. 

gj^aJa^j Exercises 

A Give brief answers in English to the questions below, 

u What does the term "phu" mean? 1 

2, According to Tibetan tradition, when is an offering of chemar made? Please give 

examples. 



3- What ingredients does one need to make chemar? 

B Write 'T beside the sentences which are true and "F" beside those which 

are false. 

1.   Chemar is only made during Tibetan new year, 

2. _ Before eating ehemar one must offer it to the Three Jewels, 

3-   Chemar is a staple food of the Tibetan people. 



Section Three: 

Legends 





Section Three: Legends 

Reading Sixteen: 

Tang Dong Gyalbo and His Servant-Disciple 

■ 

The monks of the Tse Chen temple of ]un Riwoche monastery, in the upper Tsang area, had 

a very inconvenient place from where they had to collect water. Every day they had to go 

down below the monastery to the Yariung river to get water. 

After thinking to himself what a pity it was that the monks-needed to work so hard like 

this each day. Tang Dong Gyalbo considered the idea of making a spring appear beside 

the gate of the stone-paved outer courtyard of the Tse Chen tempi e. 

One day, summoning his servant-disciple. Tang Dong Gyalbo gave him a handful of 

turquoise that looked like the shape of frogs and commanded htm, 

"You must bury these beneath the outside stone pavement!" The disciple, being a very 

greedy person, took the handful of turquoise and, after arriving at the stone pavement, 

put them into the pocket of his chuba. He then returned to Tang Dong Gyalbo and lied to 

him saying, 

"Great Lama, I havs done as you have 

commanded and buried the turquoise under the 

pavement" 

Knowing that the disciple had in fact not buried the 

turquoise. Tang Dong Gyalbo said to him, 

"Excellent, Now untie the belt around your 

chuba." 

The disciple's face turned red and he had no choice 

but to untie his belt Immediately when he untied 

his belt, the handful of turquoise in the pocket of 

his chuba turned into a real, live frog and fell to the 

ground. 

Even though the disciple was very 

embarrassed and cried tears of regret because of 

his mistake, the opportunity for them to have a 

spring was lost, it is traditionally said that if the 

disciple had done according to Tang Dong Gyalbo's 

instructions, and buried the turquoise under the 

pavement, a spring would have appeared. 

{Nectar of the ters - A Collection of Beloved Folk stories and Oral Traditions, TibetoJogy Press of 9. R. of 

Chin*, pp, 156.) 



^fnyzTjJsp^ Vocabulary 

^■ETj^j (n.) servant, personal 

attendant, retinue; 

disciple, follower 

(n.) story, legend, fable, 

tale 

(n.) an area of Central Tibet 

(n.) the upper or higher 

part, the foremost part, the 

first volume; Western Tibet 

(n.) turquoise 
* 

(n-) frog 

(n.) a handful, a fistful 

Calso^-q^- and gp? 

(n.) top, tip, apex, summit, 

point peak 

(post) below, underneath, 

under 

fvthT) to think, to consider; 

(remind, thought, 

intention 

(n,) ston e pa vem ent, stone 

flooring 

(m) flooring made of earth 

and stone 

^^FJffl    (m) outer flooring 

^■^Jnj (n.) spring, fountain 

z^S^q'q'q^j (v.com.h.) to think, to 

consider 

(vt.pt.) to h ide, to conceal, 

to bury 

(n.) greed, strong desire, 

desire and attachment, 

craving; avarice, stinginess 

(n.) fold of a chuba used as 

a pocket 

(n.) belt 

(vtJmp^tountieJo 

release, to undo 

(vt.pt) to untie, to release, 

to undo 

(adj.) alive 

m 
(vLp.)to fall 

(vL) to make a mistake, to 

err 



Explanatory Notes 

Tang Dong Gyalbo (1361-1485) was a great Tibetan master who lived during the fourteenth 

and fifteenth centuries AD. He did incredible work all throughout Tibetan areas, including 

building metal bridges in areas that were difficult to travel to and establishing many 

temples. He was also the creator of Tibetan opera. He became known as the Great iron 

Bridge Man and his fame spread everywhere. It is alleged that he lived 1o around the age 

of 120 years. 

These days the Jun Riwoche monastery is under the jurisdiction of Riwoche vi 11 age of 

Namring county. This area is the birth place of the great master Tang Dong Gyalbo and 

today still has a metal bridge built by this great saint. 

This expression means that the handful of turquoise (that Tang Dong Gyalbo gave to his 

disciple) was shaped like frogs and could fit into the palm 0} one's hand, 



Exercises 

7 ^1^|j<^ 

A Give brief answers in English to the questions below. 

i. What do you think was Tang Dong Gyaibo's intention in giving a handful of 

frog-shaped turquoise to his disciple? 

2. From this fable about Tang Dong Gyalbo, what kind of person'does it show him to 

be? 

3. If the disciple had done according to Tang Dong Gyalbo's command and resisted 

his desire for the turquoise and buried it, what may have resulted from this? 

^E^spaa3:q^jj Language Pathways ^J. 



B Write 1Th beside the sentences which are true and11 fl beside those which 

are false. 

1. _      The disciple had complete faith and trust in Tang Don-gGyalbo. 

2.  . When th e t ur quoise tur ne d in to a real f rog, th e water co 11 ect i on d if J i c aft y of 

the monk's of Tse Chen temple was resolved. 

3^ The disciple did mot julfifl Tang Dong Gyalbo's command. 

C Match up these Tibetan sentences to the correct English ones. 

  The disciple's face turned red and he had no choice but to untie his belt. 

  Though the disciple was very embarrassed and cried tears of regret, because of 

tfemistake the opportunity for them to have a spring was lost. 

  Every day they had to go down beJow the monastery to the Varl ung river to get 

water. 

  "Excellent. Now untie the belt around your ch uba/'J 



7^ ^T^'|^'^^'#^^ 



Section Three: Legends s£T*^ 

Reading Seventeen; Yutok Nylngma Yonden Gonbo \Z¥ 

The great Tibetan medicine doctor Yutok Nyingma Yonden Gonbo, was born in Dulong 

Kyrna Gang -which in later times everyone referred to as ;'Yutok Gang". 

Long agof after the flag of Yutok Yonden Gonbo1 s fame as a medical expert waved far 

and wide in many places, there were many people who invited him to come and give. 

medical care. On one occasion, when he was return ing home after giving medical 

treatment, he had to cross the Pang Mar bridge (the remains of which today are sard to be 

in the south of Dec hen village). As he was crossing the bridge, he was suddenly obstructed 

by a ^to/and thrown into the stream. After he got out of the water, he went home and 

put his wet clothes on the roof of his house to dry out in the sun, A shepherd boy, who was 

on the mountain called "Men Lung", (the name of a nearby mountain) saw Yutok Yonden 

Gonbo1* clothes and thought they looked like a turquoise tent. So he cal led out to 

everyone, "A turquoise tent has been erected on the roof of Yutok Yonden Gonbo's 

house." From then on the expression "Yutokhh came into being and the area was named 

Yutok Gang. 

Furthermore, according to what the village people of this area claim, the ruins of the 

house where Yutok Yonden Gonbo gave medical treatment stil! exist today. These days, 

the area around the ruins are used as cattle yards. There are many people who claim that 

the sweet smell of medicated incense emanates from these ruins on auspicious days. 

[Note that ETjiy-gsir means Jturquoise roof\ and ^yi^jp means 'on the turquoise roof1,! 

{Nectar of the Ears -A C&ikction vfBehvedFolk Stones and Oral Irad/ffons, Tibetology Press of P. R, of 

China, pp. 41.) 



§£n-*jj^T Vocabulary 

(n.) 'Snow Lands', 'Land of (n.) remains, traces h tracks 

Snow' 
(n.) dakini\ 'sky goddess' 

WT'r rr (y\ ^1 rlnrtr^v mhvcir'i.aYi ^.II.J uuLiuf, JJIlyill*lowi 
(n.) obstacle, obstruction, 

(vi.pt.h.)to be born, to hindrance 

come into existence 
(vtpt.) to abandon, to 

(adv.) later, later om leave behind, to forsake; to 

^1 
(vt.p.) to cali out to cry % 

throw away, to discard, to 

out, to beckon, to call upon 
TCr&5 -sway 

(ru) medical examination, 7 *P   V \ 
(vxom,) to dry out in the 

■ sun *ci™iOT\r-o r-A TTi(?H if itiC"' 1 t l 1 LrC         J    1 1 ItxUltrl 1 It 

(n.) flag1 banner, pennant ^ 1 
(n.) shepherd, herder 

(vi.pt.) to be shaken, to be 
Eli 3"! fn 1 tent 

agitated; to flutter, to (vt.pt.) to erect, to put up 

waver 
(vt.pt.) to pro claim, to 

(n.)medical treatment, declare to broadcast 

cure 

•^^^'^^ (v.com.h.) to give medical 

treatment 

tfT^qz^gj (v,co m, h,) to fnvi t e 

"'times1 r 'occurrences', 

'occasions' 

everywhere 

(n.) speech., talk, words, 

expression; saying 

(n.) cattle yard, cattle coral 

(n.) incense mixed with 

various medications 



^3E5^i]^| Explanatory Notes 

Yutok Nyingma Yonden Gonbo {70S-S33 AD) was a great scholar and saint who lived 

during the reign of the Tibetan King Trisong Detsen, He is attributed as being the creator 

of Tibetan medicine. He travelled to mainland China and India and studied under many 

great masters. Using Tibetan medicine as his foundation,.Yutok Yonden Gonbo collected 

together the essential elements of both Chinese and Indian medicine and compiled many 

famous medical treatises, including the renowned text: ^*r^|^q^'. Yutok Yonden 

Gonbo also served as King Trisong Detsen's personal doctor. 

This term refers to both a medical examination and the methods of discovering medical 

cures, 

3^q^ Sp^S^I ^'^'^^■tlj^^^'q^^-q^^'q^'^'^'^-^ q'3^ ^jjf 

ST^q^^'3B^-q-q^-qj        ^^'q^^'^q^^ ^^■^^■^gc:^^iq^q■^^' 

^^■Sj'^^^l q^q-^'^-q^qa6^^-i^| 

This expression (Obstruction of a goddess1) refers to gods or goddesses punishing those 

who break their promises. For example, if one makes too much noise in a monastery, the 

monastery protectors will punish him or her. The words q^q^" and q^q"^" have a 

similar meaning as q^'i^. 



According to Buddhism, auspicious days are times for remembering the great deeds of 

the Buddha and the great saints. For example, each month of the Tibetan calendar the 

dates of the 8tk, the iolh, the ^'ht and the 2j!h and so on are considered to be excellent days 

and extra offerings are made on these days. It is believed that all virtuous activities will 

produce a merit or i ou5 outcome and that additional merit will be gained during these 

special days. 

Exercises £p^{ 



A Give brief answers in English fo the questions below, 

1. Where is Yutok Nyingma Yonderi Gonbo's birthplace? 

2. How did Yutok Yonden G5rtbo get the name 'Yutpk'? 

3. What are some of the amazing -things that are said about the great master Yutok? 

% — ^^^^ 

B Write "T" beside 1he sentences which are true and "F" beside those which 
are false. 

  The old name of Dulong Kyina Gang was Yutok Gangf, 

2-          yutok Yondeyi Gonbo was obstructed by a rfaX™ (sky-goddess). 

3< — The mountain 'Men Lung1 was dose to Yutok Gang. 



q^-q^-qq^Ar^w^ys^^ 



Section Three; Legends /CZ^ 

Reading Eighteen: How Do Shey Became Popular xZy 

Singing and dancing are very popular in Tibetan areas. When the special style of Sfnging 

and dancing of a particular area spreads from one area to another, and is blended with 

the existing style of that area, the singing and dancing develops in such a way that it can 

become I ike a colourful, radiant rainbow. 

More specifically, the most famous songs and dances from Ngari, known as u05 

Shey", gradually spread to the 0 -Tsang area this way: In the seventeenth century AD, 

Desi Sangye Gyatso summoned the briiliant m usician Gudi Jen from Ngari to Lhasa. Gudi 

Jen popularised some of the songs and dances from his native land of Ngari amongst the 

common people of Lhasa. These songs then gradually spread throughout 0 -Tsang. 

Sometime later, when the primary source of these songs and dances was recognised, the 

term "Do Shey" came into existence. 

As more time passed, Do Shey continued to develop as it became blended with the 

folk traditions of the Lhasa style of singing and dancing. During the eighteenth century, 

Dorhng Densing Peljor, the great minister and master of Tfbetan culture, and especially of 

music, went to Beijing. During his free time while residing in Beijing, he learnt how to play 

the yangchin very well. After return ing to Tibet, he added the yangehin to instruments 

that were already in usage there - instruments such as the dranyen, biwang and the flute. 

He formed the first small orchestra with these instruments. 

During the early part of the twentieth century, Namgyal, the great master of folk 

music, dramatically improved the melody and dancing style of Do Shey, As a result of this, 

the dancing style and the melodies of Do Shey became more beautiful and the words of 

the songs became very meaningful. Therefore, Do Shey is now like a young lotus flower in 

a flower garden of Tibetan singing and dancing which emanates a beautiful aroma 

everywhere. 

{Nectar of the Ears -A Coifecticn of Beloved Folk Stories and Oral Trad/tfons, Tlbetology Press of P. ft. oj 

China, pp. 307-303.) 



a^ojspq Vocabulary 

(adv.) generally, in general 

(pr.) we, us, ourselves 

(n.) song, singing 

(n.) dance, dancing 

(n,) song and dance, 

singing and dancing 

(n.) development, 

progress, improvement 

(v.com.) to make progress, 

1o develop, to increase/to 

improve 

(n.) colour, sheen 

(rO area of western Tibet 

(n.) century, age, epoch, 

era 

^■q3ju|-zi^E;-| (v,conr) to summon, to cail 

(v.com.) to disseminate 

widely Jo spread 

everywhere 

frO source, origin 

E]^rqj (adj.) main, chiefp principal 

^^r"l3^|     Cn0 f°'k or common people, 

among the common people 

^X^Sfj      Cv.com .h.) to rest, to relax 

■an 

(adv.) in particular, 

especially; 

(n.) category, division, 

distinction, type, kind 

(n.) a Chinese stringed ' 

instrument similar "to a 

dulcimer 

(vxoTTiOtoplaythe 

yangchin 

(n.) Tibetan lute or guitar 

(n.) two stringed lute 

(m) flute 

(post.) above, on top of, 'in 

addition to' 

(vt.pt.) to add to, to 

supplement, to augment 

(adj.) many kinds, different 

types 

(rt) melody, tune; a type of 

chant 

(n.) reforming, improving, 

correcting 

sqCv.com.h.) to reform, to 

improve, to correct 
■ 

(a) garden 

(idiom.) lotus flower 

(adv.) everywhere (literally: 

'ten directions1) 



5]353^5)*J! Explanatory Notes 

This expression literally means 'Indra'sbow'and is a metaphorical epithet for a rainbow. 

Desi Sangye Gyatso (1653-1705) was a famous disciple of the fifth' Dalai Lama and a regent 

of the old Tibetan government. He was also a great scholar of Tibetan culture. 

According to Tibetan history, Doring Denslng Pefjor v/as also known as Doring Pandita. 

During the reign of the seventh Dalai Lama, he was a cabinet m inister of the Tibetan 

government. 

'aJa^i Exercises 

1 "p^Eff^lW*^ 



A Give brief answers in English to the questions below, 

t. Where did the origins of the D6 Shey, which spread throughout 0 -Tsangt 

come from? 

2. Who was the musician that Desi Sang/e Gyatso sutnmoned t o Lhasa? 

3. These days, what instruments are used in the very popular Do Shey? 

I. 

B Write "T" beside the sentences which are true and 1pFir beside those which 

are false. 

1.   Coring Densing Pelf or was the creator of the Do Shey. 

2-          The first person toplaytheyangchin in the Tibetan 06 Shey was Doring 

Densing Peljor, 

3 - -       D ur in g the twentieth century Tibetan Do Shey i mp to ve d great I y. 



^1   i^^'^^^^^'^'^'S'^^'f^^^^'^'^'H]11]^! ^"IF 



Section Three: Legends 

Reading Nineteen: 

How the Norbu Lingkha Got its Name 

Long ago, the site of the Norbu Lingkha was known as the "South-West Thorn Tree Park". 

The park was situated three kilometres west of Lhasa, 

I will briefly discuss some of the features of the area surrounding the Norbu 

Lingkha. and also some of the features of the South-West Thorn Tree Park. The South-West 

Thorn Tree park was situated in the middle of the vast, excellent land, known as Uru 

Kyisha This area is the centre of one of the three traditional areas of Tibet, To the east of it 

I ies the great Potala Palace - the glorious second celestial mansion, and also the Jokhang 

temple. To the south of it, like a bl ue turquoise dragon descending onto the plains, lies the 

great Lhasa Kyichu river. The Garchung Dorje Ying temple built by the great Tibetan king, 

known as both Mutik Tsenpo and.Tride Songtsen Senaleg )inyon, is also situated in the 

south. To the west was a dense grove called the Nordo Lingkha which had trees whose 

leaves were like shining turquoise, To the north is the "Steadfast Parasol" mountain. 

Furthermore, the South-West Thorn Tree park was once surrounded by fertile land, 

extensive grasslands and in every direction there were flowing streams and waterfalls. In 

the South-West Thorn Tree Park there was a natural dense forest of thorn trees, soft green 

grass like turquoise spread out on a plain, pure and dear streams, beautiful sounding 

nightingales, foxes, rabbits, wifd sheep, leopards and so forth. The animals lived 

scattered amongst the grassed areas of the forest. 

Though f was unabie to find any rel iable documents that discussed how the name of 

the Norbu Lingkha came about, some e Iderfy people have a partrcul ar saying about it 

One day, long ago, in the sky directly above the South-West Thorn Tree Park there was a 

clap of thunder and then a rainbow appeared in the shape of some jewefs. Thus, some 

people called the area the "Norbu Lingkha". ft is claimed that the term "Norbu Lingkha" 

then gradually came into common usage. 

(Nectar of theirs - A Collect ion of Bebved Folk Stories and Oral Tmdft/Qns, Tibetotogy Press of P,R, of 

China, pp. 96-97-) 



ajqygpj^| Vocabulary 

^1 CriO jewel, gem, precious 

stone 

(in.) park, garden 

(n,) position, local ion, site 

^ ■ fn ) a crrev coloured thorn 

tree; musk deer 

(n.) park, garden; grove. 

thicket, forest; vegetables 

(n.) kilometre 

(adv.) generally and 

specifically 

(adv.) briefly, a little 

(in.) one of, a member or 

part of 

(rO earth 1 world, land 

% \     \ \ 
(adi.) oran d m a an if ice n t 

Splendid, majestic, glorious 

(also q|?^s*wq') 

(n.) celestial mansion 

(m) dragon; thunder 

[nj river, stream 

(m) pearl 

^ 1 
(n.) expanse 

(n,h,) umbrella, parasol 

(adj,) fertile; soft and 

smooth 

fin.) the deceased, dead 

person 

GTTTT (n.) area; 

(adj.) vast, broad 

(adj.) vast, expansive, 

broad 

(n,) grassland, meadow 

(n.) grassed area, lawn 

(adj.) clear, pure 

T  TTTTTl ■ "I— H ^nj siream, river, jast 

flowing water 

(adj.) extremely beautiful 

sounding 

(n,) nightingale 

(n,J wild sheep, blue sheep 

\\\.j y iy Mitaumiv. 

grassland 

(adj.) scattered all around, 

dispersed 

(adj.) reliable, authentic 

\jirj saying 

(vt.p.) to sayhtotell±to 

explain; 

\1 \ J t A L? \ O. \ \ U. 'i 1KJ \ \ 

^1 
occur, for thunder to roar 

or clap 

(n.) rainbow 

(n.) practice, habitH custom 



syaBa^^Jj Explanatory Notes 

Long ago, Tibet was divided up into three main areas. These were known as the Upper 

People area, the Lower Horse area and the Central D harm a area. The word 3y*rpr it self 

means 'origin', or a place that has become we 11-known for some special characteristic. 

During the time when kings ruled Tibet Tibet was divided into five regions. The Tsang 

area was divided into two sub-areas - Yeru and Rula, Central Tibet was divided into two 

sub-areas -Qru and YOTLL The fifth area was called Sumbaru. In this reading, the term 
JUru' refers to the aforementioned area and these days it includes the whole of Lhasa 

prefecture, Kyisho is an ancient name of Lhasa prefecture. 

Spqlf^^q j    ^q^-^v q^qqcr^ -q 'g^-^-^l^^ ^J^-p^q^ ^ 

The first Potala refers to the celestial mansiort that is Avalokiteshvara's Cg^"3^"^^') 

pure land of Buddhahood which is inhabited by gods and dakinis. It is not a place for 

ordinary people. The second Potala Palace, which is in Lhasa, refers to the dwelling place 

of Avalokiteshvara's emanation beginning with SongTsen Gampo and so forth. The name 

5^,q^p^rj^,q, was given to the Potala Palace in Lhasa because of the connection 

between the two places. 

^^^rq$^ ^     g'^tfs? S| §'    %'&f\^\     ^   ' |' iFe^^"^ ■ 



The king Mutik Tsanpo was a king of ancient Tibet He was a son of Dharma KingTristen 

Detsen and Queen TsebongsaMedokdron. 

The Garchung Dorje Ying ternplef bui It by the great Tibetan king Mutik Tsanpo, is situated 

to the south-west of Lhasa in the area known as Ramagang village, near the present day 

train station. 

|^^f Exercises 



A Give brief answers in English to the questions below. 

1, What was the previous name of the site where the Norbu Lingkha is situated? 

2. According to the three traditional divisions of Tibet, which one did Lhasa belong to? 

(please refer to the Explanatory Notes J 

3. What were some of the excellent natural features of the South-West Thorn Tree 

Park? 

4. According to this reading, explain how the Norbu Lmgkha got its name? 

B Write ,?f" beside the sentences which are true and "F" beside those which 

are false. 

i ■   Long ago Lhasa was known as the South-West Thorn Tree Park, 

  The second Potala PaJace is another name for the Jokhang temple. 

3-          The Garchung Dorje Yhng temple is to the north of the Norbu Lmgkha, 

4^          King Mutik Tsanpo s other name was Tride Songtsen Senaleg Jinyon. 





^'^-3^-q3^^q|^-^-™t;'^ 

q^^q^^a^-qa'a^^^qf^'q^^ zjj^^-ujc;- 

£^ "V     "V     *N *y-" ^    V P\ 

q^-a^'^g^-^-5q-£f5;-q^<r^'^^ 

|°j-gsij'S|!S]-§is;-q^Ta|^^^| ^■Si'^Ta|^^>^'^'aj^^'^3j'q^=;-s=si,§-=5: 



Section Three: Legends /CZ^- 

Reading Twenty; 

Sambhota - Creatoi of the Tibetan Written Language 

Thonmt Sarnbhota, the creator of the great 

treatise on Tibetan grammar and writing 

system, was born in Lugra kh a of Nyemo 

Thorn into the household of Samdrup Gang. 

One day, when Thonmi was seven years 

old, he was Jol lowing aEong after his father 

who was ploughing a field. Wh i le his father 

was ploughing, Thonmi rested in a furrow. 

While he was lying down, some people from 

the area of Thu, in Lhoka Nyel, came to 

invite Thonmi to their home, 

" How many furrows have you ploughed 

this morn ing? " they asked Thonmi's father. 

Upon hearing thish Thonmi got up and 

asked the men, 
ipWell thenh how many steps have your horses taken all the way from your front door to 

here? " The men were unable to answer this, So even these days this field jsstill called, 

"The Great Question/1 

After Thonmi was identified as one who possessed outstanding qualities, he was 

commanded by the authorities lo go to the area of Thu In Lhoka NyeL Though he 

sometimes went to Thu on government business, he predominantly stayed in Nyemo 

Thon. tn the course of time, Thonmi moved his residence from Lugrakha. He built a winter 

residence in the upper regions of Thon which was palled,w Gun sang Cho Palace." He also 

built a summer residence in the lower regions of Thon called, "Samdrup Thongmon." The 

remains of both his summer and winter residence can be seen today. Travelling from Thon 

to Lugra and also from Lugra to Thon, (that is, on the road that j oins these two places) one 

will find not only a place to rest, but also the ruins of Thonrn Ts horse stable and meat 

storehouse. The name of the household that contains the ruins of Thonmi's horse stable is 

called "Western Horse Stable.IJ The name of the household with the ruins of Thonrn i's meat 

storehouse is now called "Dried Meat." 

The place where Thonrn i made offerings to local deities was in the western upper 

legions of Thon on a mountain called "Yarnang." During the time when Thonmi was alive, 



every year, on the fifteenth of the fourth month of "the Tibetan cafendar> powerful noble 

families of upper Then would shoot arrows to appease the focal gods, Thonmi himself 

would attend thcs ceremony each year. Though this ceremony continued for some years 

after Thonmi passed away, gradually it died out and the people of the upper Thon only 

made offerings to the local deities and did not perform the other activities. 

It is alleged that the Then river, which flows from upper Thon through the lower 

regions of Thon to the Yarlung river, contains no fish or frogs at all The reason for this is 

that Thumi's god would not allow any fish or frogs in the river. It is claimed that Thonmi, 

with his very own handwriting, engraved on a boundary stone a notice that said no fish 

or frogs were allowed hn the Thon river from that point onwards. The stone was placed at 

the convergence of the Thon and Yarlung rivers. 

It is also alleged that there was an oil producing goat's tail that had been blessed by 

Thonm i. Oi I dripped from this tail into a big cauldron. It is claimed that this cauldron can 

be seen in the estate house of Samdrup Thongmfrn. 

Thonmi lived until fifty two years of age. Before he passed away, he al legedly made a 

prophecy that a person whose mother had the astrological star sign of a pig would 

cremate his corpse and, if the ashes of his body could be used to make a statue of 

Cham bay Yang, then his descendants would be able to five for another seven generations, 

The people, however, acted in accordance with what they wanted They did not cremate 

his body, but instead made three statues of gold and brass of Guru Rirnpoche and his two 

female consorts. Since the people did not follow his prophecy, Thonmi's lineage was 

discontinued. These days, the househol d of Lugrakha Samdrup Gang do not claim to Jbe 

Thonmf's descendents. 

The collected writings of Thonmi were housed in the Dechen chamber room of 

Samdrup Thongmon and were taken possession of by the aristocratic Thonba fam i lyr Later 

on, King Radreng took control of Thonmi's collected works, After Thonmi passed away, his 

body was placed in the Gunsang Cho Palace. Then, after the lungawa Mongols attacked 

both Ganden Tsong and Gunsang Cho Palaceh his body was moved to Samdrup 

Thongmon. Samdrup Thongm5n was later destroyed by fire. Less than four hundred years 

has passed since that time, 

{Nectar of the ters - A Collection ofBeicvedfoik Stories andQrai Traditions, Tift etc logy Press of P. ft. of 

China:, pp. 23-25.) 



i^*ET|SF;j Vocabulary 

(n.) creator maker; (post.) the side of, 
agent the surface of 

(p.) grammar (n.) arrow 

(n.) central text; system, (v.com.)to shoot an 

doctrine arrow 

(idiom) sun (n.) activities, functions 

(n.) sheep pen nt^aqa^fj  (V>.) convergence 

(vi.pt. hj to be born (n.) boundary stone 

(vi.) to reach, to arrive at (n,) tail 

(v.com hi) to plough (n,)oil extraction 

(n.) furrow (v.com.hOto create Jo 

(vkh,) to sleep, to rest make, to start 

(in) furrow (ri,) cauldron, pot 

(ri.h.) gate h door (n.) ashes of a corpse 

(v.com.b.)tQ identify (n.) lineage, family line 

(adv.) usually, always 
(n,) generation 

(n.) residence of an 
^c;-q^^-qj( v,com,b,) to prophecy 

important person (n.) lineage, ancestry 

(advr) earlier and later, (n.) collected works 

gradually 
q^q^'^n^i^com.h.ito take 

(n.h.) horse stable possession or ownership 

^n.n.j meat of 

' 1 
(nj horse stable, corral #1 

(vLh.)togopto come 

^1 
(n.h.) god (n.) Mongol., Mongolian 

Mongolia 
(n,) side* direction; the 

■ 
surface, the face of 



^sa^g^i Explanatory Notes 

The term furrow' refersto the trench or groove which is left in the ground after ploughing 

a fieJdL Both |J^^and     mean 'furrow1. 

This expression refers to the unique Tibetan Buddhist practice of identify or recognising 

lamas and re-incarnations. When a sacred lama passes away, identifying his re- 

incarnation is based on unusual signs or markings which prove who he is. 

This honorific term for 'fort' or 'castle' refers to the very large dwellings of kings and 

ministers. These kinds oj expressions were in common usage long ago. 

This honorific term refers to the local deities, spirits, gods and protector-gods of kings, 

lamas., high ministers and high noble families. The shrine or place of worship for a local 

deity is called a j^p=r. 

^^aj^^ai^^'^ rq^'^qr=K^ 

In this reading, this term refers to powerful noble families. However, the term can also 

refer to very strict and severe local deities. 

This title is an abbreviation of three names and refers to PadmaSambhava and his two 

disciples or consorts, Kandro Yeshi Tsogyal and Princess Mandara, 



The Jungawa Mongols were the powerful Mongolian tribe that existed around the 

seventeenth century. They destroyed much of the culture and religion of Tibet, jungawa 

was expelled from Tibet in 1720. 

l^gKf This expression literally means maker 0} the day' and is a poetic epithet of the 

surn. In this reading it is referring to the creative powers of Thtinmi Sambhota. 

Exercises 

^ ^ rqq^-^aS^-^ R-EST^^-q^JTj -sp 1 



A Give brief answers in English to the questions below, 

i. What was the name of the place where Thonmni was born an d the in am e of t h e 

household he was born into? 

2. There is another practice of writing Thonmf s name as Thum i1. What do you think 

t he reason for writing his name as 'ThonrnP is accord mgto this read i n g? 

3, What reason is given as to why Thonirii does no! have any descendants? 

B Write +T beside the sentences which are true and V beside those which 

are false, 

i- ,        Thonmi afways stayed in the area of Thu in LhokaNyeL 

2.          Thonmi's descendants died out in the seventh generation. 

3^   The household known as the "Eastern Horse Stable'1 still exists today. 



Section Four: 

Wisdom Literature 





■ a 

Section Four: Wisdom Literature /C^^" 

Reading Twenty-One; 

Extolling the Virtue of Long-Suffering (from Sakya Legshey) 

As wicks with oil stay slight, 

And wicks without cannot, 

So holy ones live in peace 

And evil ones cannot. 

Once upon a time a great buffalo, whose glory was like a mass of moving cloud, lived 

in a dense forest, The bmf Jalod who always conducted himself in a peaceful manner, lived 

with an uncontrollable, wild monkey. The monkey would always harm and tease the 

buffalo. 

Holy Ones are compassionate and peaceful, 

While unruly ones are arrogant and proud. 

Realising there is nothing to fear, 

Holy Ones are full of joy. 

Sometimes the monkey would ride on the back of the buffalo. Sometimes the monkey 

would ride on the buffalo's head and cover his eyes. And occasionally the monkey would 

block the buffalo's path. The bodhisattva buffalo was always patient with the monkey and 



fell sorry for him. However, some demons that lived in the forest called out to the buffalo 

saying, 

"The strength of your wjra horns 

Is like a vajrathat can destroy a rocky mountain. 

If in anger you beat the ground with your legs, 

Even a rocky mountain would become like mud," 

The bodhisattva buffalo replied, 

"If great strength cannot be controlled, 

Then of what use is forbearance? 

If peaceful, gentle conduct exists, 

why does one need forbearance?" 

Real ising that the monkey's behaviour was wrong, the demons then took the monkey 

down from the buffalo's back. The monkey never again harmed the buffalo. 

(Text and Commentary of Wtse Sayings, Tibet Peopfe's Press, pp. 143-144.) 

[Translation note: The second line of the first stanza in Tibetan literally says^ 'Evil ones are especially 
violent'. We transited this as; 'Those who are evil cannot1 so as to be in contrast to holy ones who can and 

do live in peace. While OUT translation does represent a ship from the original text, we felt that this was 

within the realm of the intended meaning of the author and made for a more readily understandable 
English rendering,] 



5o £rj*Ujisp;j Vocabulary 

(n.) people, persons, 

human being, mankind 

(n.) peace, tranquility 

(n.) wick; tree, tree trunk 

(n.) flame, tongue of fire 

(n.) buffalo, water buffalo 

(v,com,) to ridicule, to 

mock, to make fun of p 1o 

tease 

(adj.) smooth, soft, gentle 

(n.) pride, arrogance; 

(vL) to be proud, arrogant 

(n.) pride, arrogance, 

haughtiness 

(vi.)to be bloated or 

puffed up with pride, to be 

haughty and arrogant 

(v,com,) to rejoice, to be 

joyful, to be happy, to be 

delighted 

(adv.) sometimes, 

occasionally, at times, 

periodically 

SJ?v| 

(vt.p.) to cover, to conceal, 

to cover over something 

(n.)path, lane, street; 

a.unit of measure; scales 

(m) forbearance, patience, 

tolerancet long-suffering 

(v.com.) to forbear, to be 

patient, to be tolerant, to 

be long-suffering . 

(a) a type-of demon, 

yaksha 

(n.) horn, antler 

(vi.pt.) to be angry, to be 

enraged; 

(nj anger, wrath 

(nOrnud, swamp 

(vt. pt) to call or summon, 

to ca!l out 

' =^j(n.) Bodh i sattva 



Explanatory Notes 

The Sakya Legshey was written by Sakya Pandita Gunga Gyaltshen (1162-1251), who was 

one of the five forefathers of the Sakya tradition. The Sakya Legshey is known in full as 

'The Precious Treasure of Wise Sayings', 11 is a treatise for clearly discerning both religious 

and worldly matters. The treatise is divided into mine chapters and contain s 463 verses. 

From long ago until the present dayf it has been the most popular and widely spread 

treatise amongst people of al I levels of Tibetan society. 

This expression refers to conduct that is always peaceful and gentle. 

This word means to compete with someone as a rival, to harm someone and to hinder or 

obstruct someone, (This word is also spelled aqg^arq-) 

This words means one who is habi tuated in evil behaviour - the opposite to peaceful, 

gentle behaviour. 

This term {Sa.r\kx\sl.yafcsha) refers to a particular type of worldly gods who are able to 

control demons by their special powers. For example, two noted yaksha are Gangwa 

Sangboand Norbu Sangbo. 

This word means to call or summon. For example: 'caff a friend1, 



This expression refers to one who never harms others. 

*sja; 'This expression reflects Ihe historic-al present tense. That isT the action was 

recorded as being a past habitual action. 

This expression means to go somewhere together. 

This expression means to fee] a sense of compassion towards evil behaviour and such like. 

g^"^q'$^^^qA| Sj^^'S^^^ 

q-ak^ f§^-s^^^-qr|q^^r.|^q] 

The term 'Bodhisattva1 means those who strives to obtain Buddhahood in order to save 

sentient beings Jrom suffering, The main characteristic of a eodhisattva is abundant 

compassion. 

§^'365] Exercises 

V"     &\ Vf 



A Give brief answers in English to these questions below. 

1. What are the qualities of the "Holy Ones" compared to in this reading? 
- 

2, Though the great buffalo had unrivalled strength, why didn't he strike out 

against the monkey? 

3. Were the Yaksha demons infl uenced by the behaviour of the buffalo? Give reasons 

for your answer. 

- 

B Write rT beside the sentences which are true and "F" beside those which 

are false. 

i- „       The monkey is used as an example oj harmful human conduct 

2   Though the buffalo was peaceful and gentle, he was not brave. 

3- ,       This reading praises the virtue of long-suffering, 



■ 



Section Four: Wisdom Literature 

Reading Twenty-Two: Skillful Means 

(from Sakya Legshey) 

If one is skillful, how could it be difficult 

To make even great ones slaves? 

Though the garuda has great strength, 

He became the mount of the Golden-Robed One. 

"The Golden Robed One", "Holder of the Wheel", "Black Faced One", "Pelrno's Prince1' 

and so on are other names for the god Vishnu. When Vishnu fought with the great garuda, 

he was unable to subdue its unusual strength. Wanting to deceive the gar uda through 

skillful means, Vishnu sought reconciliation. When both of them had stopped fighting, 

and were sitting there peacefully, Vishnu said to the gavuda,JJ! really admire your ability 

to defeat your enemies. Now, ask me for whatever you wish and I will give it to you." The 

gar uda t being very proud, replied, "Oh! How can it be that \r the greater one, would ask 

the weaker one for something? You ask me for whatever you wish and I wilI give it to you." 

Vishnu again asked the gar uda to ask of him whatever he wished and Vishnu again 

received the same reply. On the third time Vishnu said to the garuda, "Since you are ver/ 

fast arid powerful, may you be my mount!" And so it happened that Vishnu1 s enemy was 

overcome by both his pride and through Vishnu's clever means. Even to this day it is 

believed that the gar uda is Vishnu's mount 

{TextaiidCommentaty&fWiseSaytng^ Tibet People's Press,pp. no.) 



g^zij-u^m Vocabulary 

^R^rr (n.) method, way, means, 

strategy 

SJF sra        (m.} expert , m aste r, 

skilled one, learned ore; 

(vi.) to be expert or 

ski I led 

(adj.) skillful, clever, 

learned, wise, capable 

(in,) slave, serf 

(also ^qjflwj 

(vtr) to put someone into 

servEce1 to put someone 

to work; to set aside, to set 

a p art 

(v.cont) to enslave, to bhnd 

into servitude 

(n.) power, strength, 

powerful skill 

00 a mount; 

(vtpt) to ride, to travel 

upon 

frO wheel: cyclical worldly 

existence, 'samsara1 

^        (vt.p.) to grasp, to hold, to 

grab, to bear 

r" (n.)face; surface 

(adj,) black (also 

&J^| (n J kin, relative; friend, 

companion, spouse 

5^ 

(nj grouping, division, 

a listing, enumeration 

(n,) number, quantity, 

enumeration 

(vt.p.) 1O fight, to do battle, 

to quarrel 

(vt.f.) to deceive, to dupe; 

to lure, to seduce, to tempt 

(n.) reconciliation, 

restoration, settlement 

(vt.pt) to reconcile, to 

make up 

(vrcom.) to reconcile, to 

make up, to restore 

(n,) opponent, enemy, 

adversary; 'the other side', 

that which is beyond; the 

next life; the iife beyond 

(vtp.) to press down, to 

suppress, to subdue, to 

oppress; 

(n,) oppressor, subduer 

(vt Jimp.) to beg, to ask for, 

to request; to command 

someone to get up 

(vtp.h,) to give, to donate 

(nO mythical garuda bird 



Si SS^EJR j E x p I an a t ory N otes 

This expression (literally: ' sky-soar err and translated from the Sankrist garuda) is the 

name given to a mythical bird that is able to soar in the sky for long periods, flies very fast 

and possesses great strength, This bird is also known as        Iri Tibetan, 

The expression 'The Golden Robed One' is one of the names of the god Vishnu. Other 

names Include 'Holder of the Wheel', 'Black Faced One1 and 'Prince of Pelmo'. In order to 

study Vishnu's other names in detail, one should consult a book of synonyms. 

Vishnu is an ancient Indian god belonging to the heretical outsiders of the Buddhist faith, 

(^■^q^r^ is a translation of the Sanskrit word 'tirthika'and means 'heretic\'non- 

Buddhist', 'outsider' and also refers to one who, though not Buddhist, Is a spiritual person 

seeking an alternative path to enlightenment) 

The expression 'to ask for something excellent' is typically asked to gods and sages 

requesting some special gift, ability or power, (In this story we translated this expression 

as lAsk for whatever you wish1 as we felt this was in keeping with the nature of the 

narrative.) 

As a noun, this term means 'amount'-such as a horse or donkey and so on. As a verb, this 

word means 'to ride upon\ 



1 

9 5"^'^^^r"S^^^^'^^f^^^^^^-^'^[ 

A Give brief answers fin English to these questions below. 

1. Who had the greater physical strength - the garucla 6x Vishnu? 

2. Was il Vishnu or the garuda who gave the other whatever they wished for? 

3. What is more effective - intelligence or strength? Discuss this in relation to this 

Story. 



B Write 1IT11 beside the sentences which are true and MF" beside those which 

are false. 

1-   The first line oj this proverb: tLlf one is skillful..." is a reference to Vishnu. 

2- —™  In this reading five different names of Vishnu are listed. 

3^          Vishnu was the one who gave the garuda what he wanted. 

9 .gq'^Y^g^-q|q^^'^ 

C Translate these sentences into Tibetan, 

i. Vishnu is known by many different names. 

2. It is said that even today th e garuda is Vishnu's mount. 



mam 

^'f^l ^^^^ 



Section Four: Wisdom Literature 

Reading Twenty-Three; Foolish Behaviour 

(from Sakya Legs hey) 

l| important tasks are given to a fool t 

Both the work and the fool will come to ruin. 

It is said that the fox who was once made king 

Tormented his subjects and even was h imself ki I led, 

Once upon a time, a fox was wandering around ali over the place looking for food. 

After a short time, he came across someone who was making blue dye in a large copper 

pot. The fox fell into the large pot full of blue dye. After writhing around in it, he managed 

to set himself free. The tips of his hair became the colour of a blue flax flower. At exactly 

that time, all the animals happened to be gathered together looking to appoint one of 

them as king, Some of them said to the fox "Who are you?" 
fl I am the animal called *Yig, King of the Carnivores'/1 the fox repl ied. The an irnafs 

tal ked about his beautiful colour and said that he would make an excellent, gentle king. 

Ali the an imals were in agreement about this, so they enthroned him as their king. The fox 

appointed a Hon as his personal secretary. Whenever he travelled about, the fox rode on 

top of the lion, Though the fox was respected by the other animals, he hated his common 

servants and especially mistreated his own kind. So all the foxes assembled together to 

talk about the king. 

"The king is like this: though he is of the same family as us, he really hates us. We must 

find out whether he is one of us or not. On the fifteenth of the month we wi II al I gather 

together and howl. If he is one of us, then he wi 11 howl together with us? or he will take off 

his blue-coloured fur/1 they said to each other. When the time came, the foxes did as they 

had discussed. The king went off secretly by himself and also howled. So all the animals 

gathered together and cursed the king. In the end, the animals told the lion what had 

happened and asked him to ki 11 the f ox. Th is is a story that I have heard. 

[Note that ^gF|r " Yig" is a precious blue-coloured stone.] 

{Text and Commentary of Wise Sayings, Tibet People's Press, pp. 126-127,) 



Vocabulary 

(nj fool, stupid person, 

idiot 

(vt) to deteriorate, to 

decay, to degenerate, to 

break down, to become 

weak 

(nj deterioration, 

degeneration 

ft) fox 

(n.) attendants, entourage, 

retinue, followers; wheel; 

circuit; cyclical existence, 

samsara 

(in,) misery, sorrow, 

depression, suffering, 

anguish, sadness 

(vi.) to roam about, to 

wander around, to rove 

about 

(p.) dye maker, one who 

dyes things 

(n.) blue dye, blue extract 

(n.) copper; cauldron, large 

pot, copper pot 

(vt.) to roll around on the 

ground, to roll hack and 

forth, to writhe (also q5y 

I! 
(n,) animal hair, feathers, 

body hair, fur 

(n.) blue flowering flax 

plant 

('fi ^ hpR^t rinima 1 ;i YI i im A Ik \l 1'^      - t-'.-j L , 0.1 111 1 | o, \ , fa 1 1 1 1 1 1 Oi 1 J 

that walk on all fours with 

their heads bent down 

i i 
(n.) precious blue stone; 

gem, jewel 

t™ nnl 
(n.) carnivore, wild 

animals, beasts 

(n.) agreement, harmony 

(v.com.)to be in 

agreement, to be unified 

(adj.) common, ordinary 

(vi.)to hate, to dislike, to 

be hostile toward; 

\U.J naireci, nOSTIIITy 

(vt.pt.) to oppress, to 

torment; to threaten, to 

bother, to irritate; to have a 

phobia 

(pr.) we, us, ourselves 

(vL) to fall unconscious; to 

howl 

^1 (vt,) to curse, to reviJe, to 

put down, to insult; 

(n.) curse, insult, abuse 



SjS^v^Ajj Expfamatory Notes 

This word means a male fox. qj-Sf means a female fox, However, both male and female 

foxes are typically referred to as fl'Sf. 

This term refers to someone who uses plants, grass, trees and things of this kind to dye 

wool, cloth and clothes. 

This term means to roll over on the ground. Horses, donkeys and many an imals of this 

kind roll around on the ground to stratch th^mselves. 

This term means both one's older brother and the chief person amongst a group of 

people. Certain statues of gods are also cal led §f   In this reading the word means 'king'. 

In this reading the verb ^5|jfW refers to foxes getting drunk on water and howling 

greatly. (Tibetans consider howling foxes to be drunk with water.) However, this verb 

typically means to fall unconscious. 



H^a^J Exercises 

A Give brief answers in English to the questions below. 

h How was the fox-king able to pretend that he was another animal? 

2, Why did the fox-king especially hate his own kind? 

3. Give an example from real life that is sirnilar to the proverb in this story. 



B Write 1hTM beside the sentences which are true and "F" beside those which 

are false. 
* 

i.  , The fox was very wise. 

2*          The fox ruled over the animals so that he could take care of his own kind. 

3-          Because him harmed and mistreated h is. own kind, the fox was unable to 

remain as king. 

■ 

C Translate these sentences into Tibetan. 

1. The fox fell into a large pot full of blue dye. 

zr AH the foxes assembled together to talk about the king. 



=\1 1 



Section Four: Wisdom Literature 

Reading Twerity-Four: 

What One Needs to Prepare for the Next Life 

(from Khache Palu) 

- 

The affairs of worldly existence are meaningless. 

This world is not our eternal dwelling place- 

Travellers only stay in lodgings for a short time. 

It is best to think for yourself. 
■ 

Travellers who do not first make preparations, 

Of course cannot carry their lodgings on their backs. 

Neither can they take the hostess with them. 

Think seriously about the things- you own. 

When the key to your treasure is lost, you will regret itP 

Many parents have passed away. 

And we can see many of their children who remain. 

Boys cannot follow after where their mothers have gone. 

Girl s cannot fol low after where their mothers have gone. 

Each of us lives our allotted time and then we are gone. 

You need to th ink for yourself. 

What you need for your solitary journey 

Is to first give to the poor. 

Teach your horse of wealth to trot. 

Get ready to leave for your next life. 

If you desire riches and pleasures on the other side. 

It is best to consider the Nvel ihood of the poor here, 

{KhachePafui Tibet People's Press, pp. £-7.) 



■ Vocabulary ff^SST^ 

T 1 
(n.) essence, crux of the 

matter, essential meaning 

(adv.) always, continually, 

perpetually, forever 

(n,J traveller, guest, visitor 

11 > 1 
(n.) three days or nights; 

(idiom) a short time 

(n.) lodge, inm, hotel 

(n J guest 

(v.com.Jto think 

(nj provision for a journey 

11 
f vt of ^ to inifpnsTP tf* 

arrange, to make 

arrangements 

11 I 
(n.) hostess, female inn- 

keeper 

(n.) key 

(vi.) to regret, to feel sorry, 

to feel remorse 

{n.} boy, children 

(n.) the end, the Jfnish, the 

conclusion 

(nr) provisions for a 

journey; luggage 

1 (n.) beggar, destitute 

person, the poor; 

(adj,) poor 

■w- 1 
(vtp J to bestow, to grant 

to give; to send, to entrust 

<#]] (vi.) to trot; 

(n.) the manner or mode of 

going; the gait of a horse 

On.) pleasures, enjoyment 

(n,) livelihood, living 

standard 



^aB^'Ospj Explanatory Notes 

^]       ^*^"^gqT%^^^ l^'^'^^-q^ 'q ■ 3S- ■ 'g'^q- 

^^■^^■^3j^rq^g' siaga^^ ^^sr ^^qq;n 'aB^-^'ET]^] ^^'RE^S-^I 
r|jR'q^ 

The KhachePalu is a treatise of excellent sayings. It is also known as the Khache Pa/a of 

Advice on the Worldly System of Cause and Effect Being a deeply profound, relevant, 

beautifully composed and easy to understand text, it is as though this collection of 

sayings has been a part of the consciousness of common Tibetan people from antiquity. 

Though there are various explanations regarding the authorship of this work, based on its 

literary composition and other relevant documents, it would appear to be the work of the 

sixth Panchen Uma, Palden Yeshi (173S-1780). Furthermore, it is called the KhachePalu 

because a Moslem from Lbadak with two sons, became very closely acquainted with the 

seventh Pare hen Lama, Perhaps the Pane hen Lama, based on this friends hip, reasoned 

that he should conceal his real identity and so gave the text the title KhachePalu. 

q^^q^-q^qj |'|^^^ 

^R'q^'^^^'qS.'Sj^q1 ^^apfi^j ■       35^^ W\ '^^^'^^'^^^ 

'^qj^'qr^rq^j 

The term (qpf^q- 'cyclical existence1) refers to the six kinds of sentient beings who have 

come into existence involuntarily through the power of karma. The term a^"^ refers 

to both the 'outer' physical worEd of the earth, landp mountains and so forth and to the 

Inner' wortd of all sentient foemgs. Soth of these 'worlds' are perishable and 

impermanent In brief, the term world' refers to sent lent be ingsf the place where they live 

and the circumstances of their existence. 



This term refers to guests or travellers who stay Eti lodgings for a short time and then leave 

to go somewhere else. 

lin this reading this word refers to the passing on from th is I ife to another life. 

This term (literally/happiness and sorrow') refers to the quality or standard of one's life. 

For example: "That family has a good standard of living/' This term also refers to those 

people who are one group or entity who live their lives together, 

r^rrsj^l   This expression literally means 'three days', but in th is reading means 'a 

short time1, 

^■qgf This term expresses some degree of uncertainty that perhaps something is or is 

not the case. 

uT^^ry^ ^is expression means that something is definitely not the case. 

^g-^^E-j Th is expression means someth ing definitely wi 11 not or cannot happen. 



Exercises 

A Give brief answers in English to these questions below. 

t; In this reading is the term "lodgings1'to be taking literal!/or is it a metaphor? If it is 

a metaphor, what does it mean? 

2, What does the line: "Travellers who do not first make preparations" mean? 

3. What does "the other side" mean in the line: HHlf you desire riches and pleasures on 

the other side"? 



7 — ^^-^ r^^S'^T^"S^^^r"^ ^^^"^ ^^^^^^^ ■ 

B Write "~T beside the sentences which are true and T' beside those which 
are false. 

1. _— According to th is poem, people should take their lodgings with them and 

acquire wealth and possessions. 

2. — According to this poem, people should only think about their own .futures 

and should not be get involved with the affairs of others. 

3. — When peopfe have wealth and opportunity, they should take that 

opportunity and earnestly pursue virtuous activities. 

  When making the f omrney to the next life, the onfy thing that is of any Jbene/it 

is the "provisions" of accumulated virtue and not wealth, power, status or 

any kinds of possessions. 

5- —  According to this poem, in order to improve the livelihood of beggars, one 

should I ive a I ife of poverty. 



83'&a[^prwi1|     Glossary: Tibetan to English 

1 
\ YI 1 In 11 inn ^ m c   1 111 

(vL) to raise, to erect, to lift 

(TL) lightness, brightness; 

M frh t i TI rr 

(vtpt.) to fill up, to stuff in, 

to fill to the brim 

(v.comj to gi.ve a 

command, order or 

instruction 

^^11 (vt.pt.) to foad an animal; 

to impose a tax; to hang up 

something 

(vt.) to put someone into 

service, to put someone 

to work; to set aside, to set 

apart 

(adj.) clear, bright, radiant, 

^.r>lpn^i(*t hrillij=m1 ^.h in in ft |-_r IC1 1 LI 1U,     J 111 |n,| | 1,,       1 1 II [ M.J 

(vt.pt.) to untie, to release. 

to undo 

1^ 
(n.) calamity, mishap, 

accident, tragedy, 
Wl 1 f-A^V-h i T--I a 

(n^mute, dumb; fool, 

stupid, idiot 

(v,com.) to scream, to howl. 

to wail 

(adv.) sometimes, 

occasionally 

(vi.pt.h.) to be born 

(v.com.h,) to rest, to relax 

(vt.p.) to bestow, to grant, 

to give; to send., to entrust 

(v,com.) to get people 

together, to mobilise 

people, to assemble people 

(n.) belt 

jj^'a^'^ja^q (v,com.) to summon, to call 

■s 

^1 

(n.) livelihood, living 

standard 

(vi,p.) to be born, to be 

produced, to ari&e 

(n.) people, persons, 

human being, mankind 

(n.) wife, woman 

(njman, person 

(m) body, form (also ^ 

^r^aSK'^3j"^| (n.) a beautiful person, 

beauty, one who possesses 

beauty 

m 

(n.) birth place, area, 

district 

(vL)tobe afraid, to be 

scared, to be frightened 



(n.) greed, strong desire, 

desire and attachment, 

craving; avarice, stinginess 

(vt.pt.) to stretch out, to 

extend 

(vt.pt.) to calf, to summon, 

to call together 

(vt.pt) to abandon, to 

leave behind, to forsake; to 

throw away, to discard, to 

toss away 

(vi,pt) to go from one 

place to another, to travel, 

to be carried off; 

(vt.pt.) to move around, to 

agitate, to shake 

(vxomO to make a verbal 

agreement, to agree, to 

promise 

(n.) two days ago, the day 

before yesterday 

(vxom.) to be in 

agreement, to be unified 

(n.) agreement, harmony 

{n.} colour 

(n.) facial features, facial 

expression 

(n.) corvee labour, serf 

labour, labour tax1 

(n.) rent, house rent 

^V.HJlTl.^ TO rcFrl OUT, JQ 

collect rent 

■ **sni 
(v.corn,} to pay rent 

t\jf       ■             L    H1 (adj.) reliable, authentic 

(prO sheh he, her, him 

(third person pronoun) 

(n.) the inside; bellyP 

abdomen IN J_i '-At T_i 1 . 1 ■. . 1 1 

i ^ 113 (n.) anger r wrath r fury 

m 7—■ TT~ ^ 1 < \.r\r) jea;ureh cnaracieriMic, 

qualityh special feature 

naving a   b11ngu15 n i n g 

quality, feature or 

characteristic 

^V.COm.J 10 CUSSermnaTe 

widely, to spread 

everywhere 

(n.) neighbour 

i fn } cauldron not 

s-q \ | (n.) a well 

(vtimpO to unt]^, to 

release to undlo 1 ■ J 1 '_■ LA J    4   i \jF  Ui 1 1 i_L L_il 

^vi.pT.j iO oe angry, TO 

enrageo. 

Cn."] anaer wrath 

(n.) dakini, 'sky goddess' 

(n,) e xpert t master, 

skilled one, learned one; 

(vi.) to be expert or 

skilled at 

(adj.) skilIf u[r clever, 

learned, wise, capable 



0\\ 

ESTR'5icg5J*Nj 

^1 

(v.com,) to taunt, to spile, 
M     1 I 

(n,) respect, reverence 

to despise, to ridicule 
(n.) news, information, 

(n.) attendants, retinue reports, things heard 

(also ^5K-q^") 
(n.) status, level, position, 

(m.) attendants, entourage. rank 

retinue., followers; wheel; 

circuit; cyclical existence, 

samara 

(vrcomO io make progress, 

to develop, to increase,lo 

improve 

(in.) wheel; cyclical worldly 

existence, 'samsara' 
(n.) price 

(n.) performer, actor 
(n.) satin, brocade, silk 

(post.) next tod beside, near 
(JO wall painting, mural 

(vi.pl.h.) to be born, to 
(adj.) innumerable, 

countless, immeasurable 
come into existence 

(n.) illusion, hallucination 
(n.) number, quantity, 

enumeration 

m 
(n.) ball of thread or yarn 

(n.) 'highly accomplished 

(adjO one; one\ fsaint\ (from 

(pr.) what, who, which SanskritiJ/btft/) 

(adj.) reckless, careless. 
^ I I 

(n.) friend, companion 

indiscriminate, 'whatever 

happens' 
(n.) neighbour 

(adv.) sometime, a while 
3PI (n.) a grey coloured thorn 

tree; musk deer 

(adv.) everywhere., all over, 

in all areas 
(n.) park, garden 

(m) 'Snow Lands', 'Land of 
(m) flute 

Snow1 (n.) song, singing 

(n.) dance, dancing in 
(n,) song and dance, 

(n.) importance, 
singing and dancing 

significance (n.)fool idiot, stupidity 

(n.)tem i (n.) fool idiot, moron 



^1 
(vtP) to let go, to release 

(adj.)auspicious, Virtuous 

and good1 

^sfeq-q-qjajsjlj (v.com.h.) to think,, to 

consider 

(vth.) to think, to consider; 

(rOmhid, thought, 

intention 

(n.) monastery 

V I 
(n.) enemy 

^v.corn.^ TO rejoice, TO oe 

joyful, to be happy, to be 

delighted 

(vt.p.) to summon, to 

invoke, to call; to attract; to 

bend 

(vt.p.) to cover, to conceal, 

to cover over something 

(n.) leader, director 

(v.com.) to begin, to start, 

to commence 

i i 
(vl) to regret, to feel sorry, 

to feel remorse 

(vLpt.) to travel, to go on a 

journey; to roam, to 

wander about 

(rv) traveller, guest, visitor 

(vt) to roll around on the 

ground, to roll back and 

forth, to writhe (also qgf 

(n.) explanation, 

commentary 

(n.) provision jor a j ourney 

^#^] (n.) small shell; cowry 

^ 1 
(vi,) to trot; 

(n,) the manner or mode of 

going; the gait of a horse 

(adj.) old man, elderly man 

(v.corn.) to decorate 

^ 1 
(n.) a load; the back, the 

back of, behind, rear 

(post.) back, behind, after 

(n.) kingdom, country, 

empire, land, area, place 

(m)rnain gate or door 

(n.) victory banner or 

victory sign/symbol- 

(n.) t h e reas on or ration a 1 e 

for something 

(m) stream, river, fast 
i—' i i 

flowing water 

$s \ I / ii 
(adv.) usuaily, normally, 

regularly, typically, 

continuously, always 

(adv,) continually, 

constantly, always 

(n.) practice, habit, custom 

(v.com.) to roll around on 

one's back, to rub one's 

back on the ground 

(n.) window 

■ i 
(n,) courtyard, yard, 

enclosure 

(n.) Tibetan lute or guitar 



^1 

(in,) lamp, light, lantern, 

torch 

(vi.) to fall unconscious; to 

howl 

(vt.pt,) to proclaim, to 

declared broadcast 

everywhere 

(vt.pt.) to preparehto 

arrange, to make 

arrangements 

(vt.pt.) to conceal, to 

obscure, to block 

(nr) speech 

(n.) saying 

(n.) golden coloured goose 

(vi.p.}to cry, to weep 

(n.) face; surface 

(n.)side, direction; the 

surface, the face of 

(vxom.h.)to identify 

(n,) panic, dread, great 

/ear 

(n.) special gifts, btessings 

or empowerments, 'divine 

gifts'; accomplishments, 

feats 

(v.com.) to become 

pregnant, to conceive 

(n.) estate owner, serf 

owner, sovereign, master, 

lord, 'Lord of the Manor7 

(n.) area of western Tibet 

(nj womb 

(n.) tail 

(n.) hunter; 

(vt.pj to hunt 

(adv,) earlier and later, 

gradually 

(adv.) early; 

(adj.) earlier, former, 

earlier or former times 

(n,) blue dye, bfue extract 

(n.) dye maker, one who 

dyes things 

(n.) first preparations; 

preliminary, introductory 

(TIJ a small amount, a little 

bit, a short while 

(n.) a small arnount, a little 

bit 

(v.comO to ridicule, to 

mock, to make fun of, to 

tease 

(n.) carnivore, wild 

animals, beasts 

(n.) juice, sap, extract, 

elixir, nectar; contents; 

nutrients, nutrition 

(n.) storage place; place of 

r ef uge/s h e I ter / pr o tecti o n 

(also q^v-u;ar) 



aB 

(n.) conditions, 

circumstances 

(r\.) calamity, catastrophe, 

misfortune 

(v,com,) to exist, to be part 

of something 

(n.) position, location, site 

(n.) punishment, fine, 

penalty 

(v.com,) to punish, to 

fine, to mete out 
ITJI ini^.kiYTiPnt |< J U, 1 II ■ i 1 1 1 1 111 K 

V 1 1 .1 1. J 1 1 U L J t J L'lliU 1 C 

1 1 11 J 1 1 V C 1 p J U CC11 1 1 

fidiom ') lot LIS flower 

fn 1 river bank shore 

(T\ \ ^riTEinn! "fountain ^ 1 1 ■ J ■> L1 d C H '-.-I , J U U J 1 4.Q 1 1 1 

(n.) wife, mistress 

(n.) religion, religious 

system 

(vi.pt.) to exist, to be; to 

go, to come 

(vxorn,) to peck with a 

beak 

(vL) to make a mistake, to 

err 

(YL) 'Three levels', 'Triple 

Refuge' (abbrev. of 

(vt.p,)to say, to tell, to 

exiolajn1 VM Pfc^ 1 \j*t 1  1  1 |. 

(n.) explanation 

\jt-) pian, st7nerriieJ sudLiKyy, 

policy > method 

tn.j the end, the jimsri, trie 

conclusion 

l 
(adj.) smooth, soft, gentle 

(nO rainbow 

iqpfsprq       (v.com.)to defeat, 

to overcome, to subdue, 

to conquer 

(n*) nightingale 

(TL) king and subjects 

(adj.) green 

(adj ,)dark"green 

(adj,) grand, magnificent, 

splendid, majestic, glorious 

(also q^£*iyw) 

(n,)an utterance or 

expression; 

(vt.pt.) to say, to talk, to 

express; to discuss. 

to expound 

9 

(adv.) certainly, definitely, 

without question 

^■^'|        (adj.) meek, lowly, humble, 

gentle 



(vt.) to deteriorate, to 

decay, to degenerate, to 

break down, to become 

weak 

(n,) det er [or at ion. 

■ degeneration 

(v,com.) to dry out in the 

sun 

(idiom) sun 

i i 
(adj.) some, a few 

■ 
(vi.) to roam about, to 

wander around to rove TT Ui 1  1 HJH CI 1    Ut I h-' HA 1 1 "_J |    1 V   f  -m'   T w 

about 

(n.) servant, personal 

attendant retinue' 

disciple, follower 

(n.) danger 

(v.com.) to beat, to hurt, to 

torture 

(rii) buyer 

(n,) ignorance, affliction, 

delusion 

■ 
(n.) kin, relative; friend, 

companion, spouse 

(n.) confusion, chaos; 

turmoil, trouble (also ^pry 

q^lj   |ffl'51 f^'S]) I        f    \   ^ I 'i 

(adj,) extremely beautiful 

sounding 

(n.) report, account; 

petition 

(vi.) to think, to consider, 

to contemplate 

(n,)essencet crux of the 

matter, essential meaning 

(n.) pride, arrogance; 

(vi.) to be proud, arrogant 

^^pr^xsVg^j (v.corn.) to bully, to 

mistreat, to abuse 

r 

^3T£^j (n.) ancient Tibetan coin 

^^^^■q^iEtv.com.) to decide, to 

settle, to arrange 

■ 

(adv.) always, continuafly, 

perpetually, forever 

(m) story, legend, fabfe, 

tale 

(n.) vanity, ostentation, 

pride, vainglorious, to be 

fulloj one$elj, a lover of 

self-praise or flattery 

(n.) words, expressions; 

speech, talk 

(adj.) profound, deep 

(vt.pt.) to slice, to chop up 

(adj.) fierce, savage, 

violent 

(adj.) ferocious, cruel, 

fierce,, savage, vicious 

00 treasure vase 

(v.conTLh.) to create, to 

make, to start 

(vt.) to sprinkle, to scatter, 

to disperse; to destroy, to 

demolish 



(in.) s type of chant 

(n.) horse stable, corral 

(in:) ceremony, celebration, 

inter-connect ions, 

'dependent relations\the 

mter-dependence of cause 

and effect 

(n.) symbol, sign 

{v.com.) to crowd around 

and stare 

(nj cen1rer middle, core, 

cruxhhub; navel 
- 

(m.) food 

(con,) because, since, so; 

(n.) manner, mode 

(n.) walnut tree 

(post.) above, on top o}r 
Fhn 

addition toh 

(n,) the upper or higher 

part, the foremost part, the 

first volume; Western Tibet 

(n.)'upper and lower'h 

'earlier and later\ just 

nearby 

(n,) 'upper valley', am area 

east of Lhasa 

(adj.) stable, steady, 

steadfast 

q^zjj-^^-^l (v.com.) to investigate, to 

research, to ex amine, to 

explore 

qjjaj      |     (n.) yog i c pra ct ice, asceti c 

practice 

(vtpt.) to pierce, to 

puncture 

(vt.pt.) to act in 

accordance with, to 

conform to 

(ri.) area; 

(adj.) vast, broad 

(adj.) vast, expansive, 

broad 

(n.) term, word, expression, 

terminology, convention 

(n.) method, way, means, 

strategy 

(n.) method, way, means; 

method and wisdom 

(adj,) scattered all around, 

dispersed 

(vi.) to logically follow, to 

be consequential; to do far 

more than is needed or 

required, to overdo 

(v.com.) to pi ace one's 

hands together in a 

praying position 

(n.) a small circle (Sanskrit: 

i™ri/);dropd droplet 

(n.h.) 'mind son', closest 

disciple, principal disciple 

'times', 'occurrences', 

'occasions' 

a^£^-j^=R-' Language Pathways J^-i 



H 1 
(v.com.) to commence, to 

MJt-y IN wI IrI, iy ienUh IU 

direct 

(adv.) at the beainnincr 

firstly from the very 1 i b u i i  r  j   j  i  -md i i  i      ■  | Xr    T  h-- 1 7 

beginning 

(adj.) all, everything 

^1  r\rVl 1 lij    h\J    IIUVC    1 C H^. 1. | f t^. '..Ji 

the end, to finish 

(n .) "DOwer stren o th 

powerful skill 

i i 
(adj.) high and low 

f Vt 0 1 to f iciht to do h^tilp 

to quarrel 

(^q-q^^cn Cv.com.) to fight, to 

struggle, to engage in 

combat 

(vl) to come out, to 

em mate, to diffuse, to 

permeate; to waft, to rise ■ 

T5! 
(adv,} now, presently 

<31 

^1 

(adj.) excellent, supreme, 

sublime, holy, pure, true; 

(n.) holy person, exalted 

one 

(adv,) tightly, firmly 

(n.) beast, animal, animals 

that walk orr all fours with 

their heads bent down 

(n.) household, family 

WW 

(n.) an appointed time, a 

settimePa$cheduledtime 

(n.) century, ager epoch, 

era 

(adj.) 'just that \ 'merely 

that', *oniy that'; Jto that 

extent1, 'that much1 

(adv.) tonightP this evening 

(n.) doubt, apprehension, 

misgiving, suspicion 

(vxorn.) to doubt, to 

suspect, to have 

apprehensions 

(adj.) clear, pure 

(nj sage, seer 

(n.) fragrant smell or 

aroma 

(nh) pride, arrogance, 

haughtiness 

(vL) to Jbe bloated or 

puffed up with pride, to be 

haughty and arrogant 

(n,) cushion, mat, carpet, 

rug 

(v.comrh.)to invite 

(n.) residence of an 

important person 

(n.) lineage, family line 

(n*) ashes of * corpse 

(n,) disciple 

(n.)the lustre or 

complexion of the face 



qj^z^i        (n.) the original h1he first, 

from the very beginning 

^^r[^^rm.^Rrj(v,com,h,) to take 

possession or ownership of 

—1 

ft 

(n,) truth, reality 

(adv.) last night, last 

evening 

{n Harrow 

(vxom.) to shoot an arrow 

(n,) lustre, radiance 

(post.) in front of, in the 

presence of t before ' 

(adv,) briefly, in brief, in 

short, m summary, in 

conclusion (also 3^^; 

(n,)mud, swamp 

(m) ciamour, commotion; 

frivolous or 'worldly' 

entertainment 

(m) greed, avarice 

(vi.) to slip, to slide 

i^^-^c^,?.]^!  (n.) convergence 

(n,) stone pavement, stone 

flooring 

(n.)vajra, thunderbolt; 

diamond, Indras sceptre; 

(adj.) indestructible, 

immutable 

^1 

^1 

^1 

: 

(n.) stone mason, mason 

(n,) chunkt solid 

piece,lump 

(vi Of or a loud noise to 

occur, for thunder to roar 

or clap 

(n.) garden 

(n.)key 

(post.) the side of r 

the surface of 

(hO painting, mural, wal I- 

pa in ting 

(vi.) to hate, to dislike, to 

be hostile toward; 

(n.) hatred, hostility 

(m) sin and defilement, 

non-virtue, 'negativity1 

(n.) misery, sorrow, 

depression, suffering, 

anguish, sadness 

(n.) plate, dish, saucer, 

platter 

(n.)wick; tree, tree trunk 

(n,) guard, guard on duty 

(n.) vow, pledge, oath; 

(vtpj to bind, to fasten, t 

tie up; to do addition 

(m) grammar 

(m) reconciliation, 

restoration, settlement 

(vtpt.)to reconcile, to 

make up 

(v.com.}to reconcile, to 

make up, to restore 



(vt.pl) to gather together, 

to collect, to gather up 

^ -J -.1 {p,Hv ^ rofitifiij^u d v ^ 1 WAV*; \& \AV ,J ViVi IIUI 1 U.'.i U. _■ 1 Y , C1,1 'Y di Y J 

(n.hj clothes, clothing, 

fin) acre 

1 i 'l ■ (idiom 1 DTime of one's life \ 1 —r" 1 ■—* ' ■ ' - r    hr  1  1 1 1 1 v    -J 1    -J 1 I4J    J  III 4_r 

■v 
■^i^ pi ^ i J ^-1 ^ iiiTirflp drpn^p ftifp^t \r 111 U9 1 vl IC j \.J 1- J 1 jt J U 1 t j I 

(Y\ ^ RiirlHhi^m V_ 11, J PUUUIII j-M 

(n,) medical treatment. 

cure 

^■q^r^^'|(v.comth.) to give medicaf 

treatment 

(adj.) strict, serious, firm, 

severe 

(adv.) always (also a^rm^O 

(n.) barley beer 

(n,) power, ability, 

strength; magical po wei; 

(vt.) to be able to, to be 

capable; to dare to 

(n.) parrot 

(n.) grassed area, fawn 

(n.) wealthy person, 

'owner of wealth/riches1 

(n.) jeweE, gem, precious 

stone 

(n.) earth, world, land 

(adj.) black (also 3*rpr) 

(n.) important point, 

critical point, crux of the 
m -j H n v   >~i~i "n i T--I      j". i v"i "k maner, main pom* 

[    1                '| 1 fn 1 cruest 

^ R H Sl l (¥\ VkA/ilH chc on   h 111 o c]-i ^Il-yj Wl IU. >l lcK|Jn JJIUK il Ittp 

(n.) hostess, female inn- 

Keeper 

fnrrw^fcr'ri \M"/ IU(Jyc, ITIT1, flOXtll 

(n.) situation, 

circumstance; state of 

ajj^irs, trie way mings are 

r ift 1 ^kv ^ri^rp' WP .3 "1" n c*f 

■-^ ryi 3- ?—r 11 
TO ^1 

^ri./ narm? injury, □amage 

\inja type of demon, 

(vtp.) to press do win, to 

suppress, to subdue, to 

oppress; 

[j].) oppressor, suoauer 

(vi.) to be aff 1 icted with, to 

be tormented with 

^^^T^I (v.com.) to oppress, to 

torture, to beat 

(n.) bride 

(adv.) usually, always 

(n.) grouping, division, 

a listing, enumeration 

(n.) countenance, 

disposition, form, shape, 

appearance, manner, 

mood 



(n.) form, aspect, "type, 

kind 

(adj.) many kinds, different 

types 

(adj.) various kinds or 

types 

(adj.) indifferentj 

unconcerned, careless, 

neglectful; invisible; 

(vt) to disregard, to not 

pay attention to, to be 

unaware of 

(n,) appearance, lthe way it 

appears' 

(n.) oil extraction 

(n,) container, vessel, 

receptacle 

fyt.pt.) to add to, to 

supplement, to augment 

(n.) skin, hide, leather 

(also gppc^3 

{n,) lotus flower 

(n.) one who is both a 

pandita and siddha-a 

great master or 

accomplished one 

(n.)two stringed Jute 

(nj hoopoe bird 

(n.) evidence, proof 

(n.) brave and strong, 

heroic and skillfull 

(it.) grassland, meadow, 

lawn 

(ru) grassy meadow, 

grassland 

(n.) grass covered 

mountain, hill or meadow 

(in,) animal hair, feathers. 

body hairf fur 

1 
(vt.pr.) to move or shift 

house, to move things from 

one place to another 

(n,) a type of incense; resin 

(n,) clever and lively 

(n.) clever, smart; slyf 

crafty 

(adv.) generally and 

specifically 

r1 

(n.) kilometre 

(adv.) in general, typically, 

generally, commonly 

-3 1 
(ri.) beggar, destitute 

person, the poor; 

(adjO poor 

(n.) incarnation, 

emanation, manifestation 

(n,) radiance, happiness 

=31 (n,) father 

^^l^l (adj.) common, ordinary 

^rftjj (adj,) comm o n t o rdi n ary 



(tij opponent, enemy, (vL) to surge, to billow1 to 

adversarv1 'the other side1 ;wp 11 to ovprfI nw 

ihM wMrh K hPvfitiiH" thp INCH VY! IJLI 1 13 ^JCJryi "X*-, l| It 
(vL)to meet, to come into 

next life, the life beyond mfitai^i' with "tri rnTitior-t 

(adL) upper; with 

(n,)the upper part 
(adv.) immediately* 

(vt.pt.) to erect, to put utp . suddenly, quickly 

(n.) messenger, attendant, ■ (n.) letter, dispatch 

envoy, emissary, servant 

(v ) to dare to do 

sornpthmo to IIRVP thp J M J I I IT- LI | I I ly , IV HITS qr^dtf ■ (n.) flag, banner, pennant 

courage to do something; fn 1 female cowj dew frost' 
to be able hoarfrost 

^    1 l 
(n.h.) finger 

1 
(n.) cattle yard, cattle coral 

^,/ .1! 
(adv.) tomorrow the next q^j tn.j weauing ceiejorauon, 
day, the following day marriage party 

(adv.) later, next; the next 

life 
(m) messenger, emissary., 

courier 

ti- | (n.) outer flooring fn "1 ob^tsrl? nh^trijirt ion 

(adv.) later, later on hindrance 

(adj.) rich, wealthy ii 
(n ) a loan 

(n.) livestock cattle V \ 1 1 
(n,) firewood, kindling 

fadv ) everv where (M+pfal 1 v 
(also SrS^O 

'ten directions') ° 1 1 
(a) money lender 

(v.com.) to carry qsrqf ,j 1 
(n.) vase, pot 

something on one's 

shoulders 
(a) calf 

q3ii 
On,) Bon religion 

J v-i     },      L-i in   ft L-L r-iL 1 i 1 ..-J -v. . J .-. vn.j1 ine sriouuaers 

^VLpt.J IU Trieel, TU LQlTie 
^nj myiJiicai garucLa ijiro 

into contact with, to 

encounter 

3^ (Vt.) to be called, to be 

known as; 

^M,^ u.LLIUri, LLt t. U., Vi y r hi. 

^1 (adj.) small, tiny 
^"d&qA^^^q^n.) Bodhisattva 



(TI.) ground beet le.smal 

beet J e 

{advj m particular, 

especially; 

(n,) category, division, 

distinction, type, kind 

1 (nO sandhill 

i (nj sand, dust (also grsr) 

(n.) activities, j unci ions 

v \ | (n,) creator, maker, agent 

yii j j u i1J.iJ11, u&6£r liny, 

action 
\l 

=T|^ | fn.) cave. cavern rnrk 

cave, grotto 

l \t     i 1 
(v.com J to enslave, to bind 

^& Ml 
into servitude 

(n.) slave, serf 

(also ga-qiw) 
^ i 1 I 

(n.) Brahmin 

'| (n.) lama, guru, spiritual 

teacher 
-i 1 

■1? * l\4l 
(adv.) especially, in 

particular 

mi 
JUUI, iLupia person, 

idiot 

(v.com.)toagTee,1o 

ctppr-UVCf 10 LOTIif:rnd TC> 

endorse 

(n,h,) umbrella, parasol 

m 
(m.h.) god 

(n.) precious blue stone; 

gem, jewel 

(n.) expanse 

(v.corn.) io distinguish, to 

differentiate; to judge, to 

decide 

(vt.pt) to rip, to tear 

(n.)mask 

(nj insect 

(adj,} the number 100,000 

(n.) present, gift 

(vtp.h.) to give, to of/er 

(vt.p.j to call out, to cry 

out, to beckon, to call upon 

(n.) source, origin 

(n,) origin, source 

(vL) to get or receive; to 

arrive, to come; to be 

connected with; 

(n.) wealth, riches 

(rr,) grain, cereal 

(n.) dragon; thunder 

(TI.) wave, waves 

(n,)a handful, a fistful 

(also #^'EF=^ and 

frog 

(vt.pt.) to hide, to conceal, 

to bury 

ftl.ij.tfte interior or inner 

parth the innermost part of 

a house 



m 

■ 

#1 

(vt.pt.) to turn face down, 

to place? upside down 

(adj.) thick, round 

(also 

(vt.pt.) to stick on, 1o 

attach^ to affix, to apply, to 

connect, to paste 

(vtp.h,) to give, to donate 

(vi pi) to calf or summon, 

to call oust 

the minimum, at least 

(also ^sqq'^q' and 5)1 

(n.) buffalo, water buffalo 

(n.) lineage, ancestry 

(n.) crowd of people 

(n.) generation 

(vxom*) to shed tears, to 

weep, to cry 

(n.) pearl 

Cn.) flame, tongue of fire 

(vi.) to I i kgj to prefer, to be 

inclined towards 

(vLpJ to taste 

(adv,) quickly, swiftly, 

rapidly, immediately 

(in.) folk or common 

people, among the 

common people 

(adj.) inferior, lesser, low 

ajftjj      (n.) visualisation, 

Imagination; 

(vt.) to visualise, to imagine 

^^qrqq'^j(n.) object of one's 

visualisation or 

imagination 

(vi.) to curse, iO revile, to 

put dawn, to insult; 

(n.) curse, insult, abuse 

tJ|^pj'^J^p|«;'j (n.) celestial mansion 

(n.) central text; system, 

doctrine 

(n,) foundation, basis 

(n.) injury, wound 

(n.)hoof 

(vi,) to be confused, 

del uded, dazed or 

stupefied; 

(n,) Ignorant or stupid 

person, a fool 

(n.) furrow 

(v.comA) to plough 

(n.) doctor, physician 

(n.) incense mixed with 

various medications 

(v.corn,) to pray, to petition 

(adv.) undoubtedly, 

certainly, definitely 

(n.) sandalwood 

(nj an area of Central Tibet 



(n:) monastery, temple, 

Buddhist sanctuary, main 
■ i 
temple 

(vt.pt,) to oppress, to 

torment; to threaten, to 

bother, fo irritate; to have a 

phobia 

(adj.) main, chief, principal 

(vt.f.) to squeeze out, to 

press; to strain, to f i Iter 

Sign (vt.p.Jto plant into the 
i 

ground; to establish, to 

start, to found, to set up 

(vt,f,)to sell 

(n.) notice 

(n.) roasted barley flour 
■H— ■—i1""■ HJf**■ HHI 

(n,) spoke of a wheel 

(n.) the best, the most 

excellent (also §'5S") 

(nr) top, tip, apex, summit, 

point, peak 

(n.) grassland, meadow 

■ 

(n.) respect, reverence, 

honour, esteem (also 

(n.) love, affection; 

(vt.)to love 

(n.) effort, exertion, 

diligence; 

(vt.) to strive, to make an 

effort, to be diligent 

(n.) substitute, 

replacement 

(n,) park, garden; grave, 

thicket, forest; vegetables 

(vi.pt.) to get burned, to be 

burned, to get scorched 

(n.) poetic verse, poetry 

(also i^qi^'q^cr and 

(vt) to be put inside, to be 

inserted; to fit into 

(vt.imp.} to shut, to close 

(n.) ethics, morals 

(n.) colour, sheen 

(remark, sign 

(nj boundary stone 

(n,) whirlpool 

(v.com.) to symbolise, to 

illustrate 

(adjO suitable, 

appropriate, fitting (also 

(vi.pt.) to swirl, to billow, to 

whirl 

(n,)*he index finger or 

forefinger 

(adj,) beautiful, 'endowed 

with beauty' 



(also g^ys^qy) 

(vt.p.) to grasp, to hold, to 

grabhtohear 

(vt.pt.) to cllimb, to ascend 

(v],pt,)to assemble 

together, to congregate, to 

get together 

(n.) shepherd, herder 

(in.) village, district or 

county leader 

(vt.pt,) to pretend, to pos( 

as Jo impersonate; to 

deceivehto disguise, to 

fake 

(nj three days or nights; 

(idiom) a short time 

(in.) peace, tranquility 

(vi.) to be disheartened, 

discouraged, disconsolate 

or defected 

(adv.) only, solely 

(nP) hatred, enmity 

(vl.pt.) to peel off; to fade; 

to deteriorate, to dectme 

(n,) a mount; 

(vt.pt.) to ride, to travel 

upon 

3 

Ml 

^1 

^1 

(n.) copper; cauldron, large 

pot, copper pot 

(n.) blue flowering jlax 

piant 

(vb,corn.) to subdueh to 

suppress, to overcome 

(n.) pain, hurt, discomfort 

(rt^apairjwo, both 

(n.) a part or facet; edge, 

corner, margin, angle 

(in.) part, fragment 

(advr) briefly, a little 

(n.) anther 

fife) traditional saying, a 

saying 

(v.com.) to be careful, to 

take cake, to be cautious 

(n.) planets- and stars 

(n.) leopard 

(n.h.)gate, door 

(vi.k) to sleep, to rest' 

(n.) husband and wtfe, 

parents, married couple 

(vt.pt,) to grab, to grasp, to 

grip, to hold onto 

(n,) forbearance, patience, 

tolerance, long-suffering 

(v.com.) to forbear, to be 

patient to be tolerant, to 

be long-suffering 



(vt.pt.) to stop, to oppose, 

to repel, fo turn something 

(adj.) beautiful, attractive, 

appealing 

back 
(n.jTmmi thought 

H (n.) village, town, district, 

(prj we, usp ourselves STe^n pi^te 

til 
(n.) manner of existing or 

being 

(post.) up, up there, on top 

°r 

(n.) a good quality or 

qualities, virtue, 

(n.) one of, a member or excellence 

part of On.) container, receptacle, 

On,) a Chinese stringed 
t •   i ■ i i i 

prate, dish, bowl 

■ (vt.)to borrow; to lend 

{v,comO to play the (n«) right, the right side or 
yangchin d fraction 

nir1 r37Ti i.ri-j rooj, upper story 
^1 

On,) turquoise 

(adj.) completely correct or 
1 II 

(n.) deceitful, cunning, sly, 
right, perfectly true, crafty 
extremely pure, without 

1 II fault (n.)Jeft, the left side or 

direction 

\ 
(adj.) nimble, agile, light- 

footed (also o^^'i^'tf) mam (vLpt) to be shaken, to be 

agitated; to flutter, to 
(adj J wide, extensive,' 

broad, expansive 
waver 

(adv.) even; including; 

more than, over (vi.) to get. to obtain; 

(n,) development, 
\J\.) Jurass 

progress, improvement j       1      i,                        II* l 
(adv.) generally, m genera! 

(n.) script, lettering style, (adj.) unchanged, just as 
J.                 J                    1 X. typeface, font before 

(vxom.)tobe careful, to (v.corn j to boast, to brag, 

watch out, to be cautious to Indulge in self-praise 



(n.)£ naturally appear in gJ
f 

naturally formed1, 'self- 

manifesting' 

(pr.) we, us, ourselves 

(v.com.) to boast, 1o show 

off, lobe arrogant, to bs 

conceited, to be self- 

important 

(n,) sword, dagger 

(n.) cloth, cotton cloth 

(n.)deer, herbivorous 

animals, wild animals 

(n.) painting, drawing, 

picture 

(n.)culture, learning 

(n.) price, value 

(n.) sequence, stage, step, 

progression 

(VL) sheep or goat dung 

(vt.p.) to gather around, to 

crowd around; to gang up 

on 

(adj.) rotten, stale, rancid, 

gone off 

(vL) to go off 

(vi,) to touch, to make 

contact with something 

(adv.) sometimes, 

occasionally, at times, 

periodically 

(nj furrow 

(rn) horns, antlers 

(n,) horn, antler 

limes', 'occurrences1, 

'occasions1 

1 
(v.com 0 to reply,, to answer 

(nr) provisions for a 

journey; luggage 

(n.) work, job, business 

(n J sheep pen 

{^^^^(v.com.h.) to prophecy 

(vL) to be left behind, to be 

left out, to be late; 

(n.)body 

(n.) reforming, improving, 

correcting 

^q'q^'^^Cv.com.h.) to reform, to 

improve, to correct 

Sfcjprg^'jjjE^r (n.)the Sanskrit language 

(adj.) good and bad, 

superior and inferior 

(n,) a history, an account 

(nP) translator, lotsawa' 

(nr) pleasures, enjoyment 

(n.) skin/leather bag or 

sack 

(n.) tree, tree trunk 

(n,) carpenter, woodworker 

(n.) remains, traces, tracks 



(n) strength, power, force 

(n.) dice; a Tibetan dice 

game 

(post.) below, underneath. 

under 

(adj.) fertile; soft and 

smooth 

(in,) the deceased, dead 

person 

(n.) personality, 

temperament, disposition 

tvi.hOlogohtocome 

(vt.p1.) to prepare, to make 

preparations, to layout, to 

display 

(vt.p j to peel, to skin, to 

husk, to strip 

z^sr^'g^j   (idiom) 'original', 

'indigenous', 'naturally 

existing' 

(m) border region, remote 

area 

(nO "land analysis1, 

'geomantic calculation' 

qc;r^jir|^j       (adv.) tomorrow morning 

^^'^■^]-^^j(n«) Buddhism 

(vt,p.) torubout, to erase; 

to eradicate, to wipe out 

(n.) worry, anxiety, stress, 

vexation (literally: 

'heart/mind tax') 

^i 

q*Wj^q^| 

TfcJ anxiety, worry 

n.) Mongol, Mongolian, 

Mongolia 

yL) to reach, to arrive at 

adj.) jirm, solid, thick 

n.Jpath, lane, street; 

[ unit of measure; scales 

n.)]aner alley f street 

n.) life, life-force 

adv.) again 

vt.imp.) to beg, to ask for, 

to request; to command 

someone to get up 

n,) master, professor 

n.) student, disciple 

n,) speech, talk, words, 

expression; saying 

m) collected works 

n.) medical examination, 

science of medicine' 

adj,) alive 

n.h.)meat 

Y-comO to think 

m) thought, thinking 

n.) dung beetle, stinkbug 

n.) merit, virtue, good 

ortune, luck 

vtf.) to bum, to 

incinerate; to set alight; to 

roast, to bake 



qg-q| (vt. f:) to deceive; to dupe; 

to I urer to seduce, to tempt 

^Spi^T       (n.) decep t i ve t h o ug h ts 

•? 

^nrq^g      (adv.) in part i c ml ar d 

especially 

Cvi.p.) to fall 

(adj.) relaxed, calm, at 

ease, leisurely 

FOTsjtfj        (n.) fold of a chubausedas 

a pocket 

tfP^Tj (n,) flooring made of earth 

and stone 

aSfnj| (n.) boy, children 

Sfe'S (n.) buttocks, bottom, 

behind 



(n.) strength, powerh force 

(n.) dice; a Tibetan dice 

game 

(post) below, underneath, 

under 

■ev. 

111 1 
(adj.) fertile; soft and 

smooth 

(in.) the deceased, dead 

person 

(rO personality, 

temperament, disposition 

(vLh.) to gohto come 
- 

1 1 
(vt.pt.) to prepare, to make 

preparations, to layout, to 

display 

(ytpj to peel, to skin, to 

husk, to strip 

(idiom)'original', 

'indigenous1, 'naturally 

existing' 

(n.) bo r der r eg i on, r em o te 

area 

(rO 'land analysis', 

"geom an tic calculation" 

(adv.) tomorrow morning 

r^rjs]|(n.) Buddhism 

(vt.p.)to rub out to erase; 

to eradicate, to wipe out 

i 
(n,) worry h anxiety, stress, 

vexation (literally; 

'heart/mind tax1) 

pr) anxiety, worry 

1 1 
(n,) Mongol, Mongolian, 

Mongolia 

(vi.)to reach, to arrive at 

(adj.) firm, solid, thick 

(TI.) path, lane, street; 

a unit of measure; scales . 

(n J lane, alleyh street 

^n.j iije, Jipe-force 

(adv,) again 

(vtjmp.) to beg, to ask for, 

to request; to command 

someone to get up 

(n.) master, professor 

(n.) student, disciple . 

(nj speech, talk, words, 

expression; saying 

(ji.) col lecteo worKs 

(n.) medical examination, 

'science of medicine' 

(adj.) alive 

(nrn j meat 

(vxornO to think 

(nr) thought, thinking 

-q%£j 'g^'ifjsj  (n.) d un g b eet le, stin kb ug 

(n.) merit, virtue, good 

fortune, luck 

(vt.f.)toburn, to 

incinerate; to set alight; to 

roast, to bake 



q|g'£3I (vt, f,) to dece ive; to dupe; 

to lure, 10 seduce, to tempt 

q^spk^i       (nj deceptive thoughts 

i 

^'^"^l      (adv,) in particular, 

especially 

«?| (vi.p.) to fall 

^'^] (adj,) r e I ax ed, cal m, at 

ease, leisurely 

u|        (n.) f ol d of a c h u ba used as 

apacket 

(nj flooring made of earth 

and stone 

$f£ij (n.) boy, children 

^fe^j frO buttocks, bottom, 

behind 
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Language Pathways 

Through a stimulating selection of folk stories, legends, overviews 

of TiJbetan symbols and samples of wisdom literature, the Language 

Pathways series introduces the student to a range of Tibetan literary 

genres. The twenty-four readings have been designed to graduaNy introduce 

the reader to literary Tibetan while also providing many insights into Tibetan 

culture. Helpful notes and exercises accompany each chapter, giving the 

student an excellent framework from which to interact with each reading. 

Complemented by a CD-rom of recordings in Tibetan and English for each 

reading, Language Pathways provides Ihe student with a comprehensive set of 

language learning too Is; Language Pathways is designed for students 
Tibetan and E 

Book Two - Beginner/intermediate Level 

Pema Gyaiso and Geoff Bailey have again produced another truly outstanding resource 
that brings alive Aspects of ancient Tibetan culture in a fresh and contemporary way. The 
highly interesting collection of readings and easy to follow English translations will he of 

%teat benefit to both Tibetan and English language students and also to researchers of Tibetan 
culture. I offer my sincere thanks and praise for all ihe hard work they have put into this excel- 
lent series. 

Professof TsenngGyalbo, Dean of the Religious Studies Department, Tibetan Academy of 
Social Science, Lhasa. 

Awonderfulresource for pbeUns toiearn English, and for non-Tibetans to learn Tibetan, 
through the splendid medium of a bilingual instructional book based upon diverse 
Tibetan folk stories, legends, symbols, and wisdom literature, Each carefully edited story 

is presented In Tibetan and English versions, along with glossaries, notes, and exercises, it is a 
superb series for Tibetans and students of Tibetan alike. 
David Germane, Associate Professor oj Tibetan Studies, University of Virgin ia. 

Pema Gyatso and Geoff Bailey have teamed up again, this time to produce an excellent 
reader of literary Tibetan that students of English and Tibetan will find both rich and 
challenging. Users of this book will not only improve their literary Tibetan abilities but will 

also gain a deeper understanding of Tibetan customs and culture. Each book of this series keeps 
getting better} 
Ellen Bar tee, PhD., author oj A Beginning Textbook of Lhasa Tibetan. 
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